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Between these covers lie the thoughts and feelings of over seven 
hundred people. These people are all successful in their own way. 
Whether they have topped their class or been successful in sports or 
whether they have led an active club, each person should feel some 
sense of accomplishment. 
This year our Hermes is filled with many new faces. Not only do 
they include the grade nine students but also many others who have 
transfered their home to Kingsville. We bid our new K.D.H.S.'rs a hearty 
welcome and we hope you have enjoyed your first year in the halls of 
this school. We hope that you have found the atmosphere at Kingsville 
studious yet enjoyable. Another group of people who are new to our 
school are some of the faculty members. We would like to thank them 
for their attempt at educating our sometimes mixed-up minds. 
We have had a successful year and we hope they will be even more 
successful in the future. 
We, the editors, would like to thank our hard-working staff and 
also all the people who helped us behind the scenes. We feel it has been 
an enjoyable task and we would like to thank everyone for his co-
operation. 
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The $2,600, OOO vocat i ona I 
training addition at the Kingsvi I le 
District High School was officially 
opened last Thursday night. Among 
those tak ing part in the ceremonies 
attend by some 800 persons, left to 
right: S , W . Leightizer, vice- princi -
pal; L. E. Goyette, principal; G. 
L. Duffin, assistance deputy minister 
of education for Ontario; Hugh Lee, 
chairman of the Leamington- Kings-
vi I le Dist rict High School Board; 






New Vocational Wing 
Kingsville District 
High School 
November 16th, 1967 
L. E. Goyette 
Ten years from now you may suddenly come across this book in some forgotten 
corner. You will discover that the editors very ably recorded in words and pictures a 
significant part of your I ife. 
You will have only dim recollections of the factual information which you 
acquired in your school experience. It is, however, my hope that the attitudes to 
learning and living which you developed in K.D.H.S. will hove assisted you to 
reach some of the goals to which you aspired in 1968. 
This year, as we opened our new composite school, we have passed into an era 
of great change. I am proud of the manner in which the staff and students have 
responded to this challenge. 
Your education has not been successfu I if you hove not learned to find value 
in the past or how to create your own values for the future. For those of you who are 
impatient to move more quickly in discarding false values or those who would cling 
too firmly to the security of the past, I would ask you to consider the words of 
Alfred Whitehead - "There can be no change without order, nor order without change". 
My congratulations to the staff of II Hermes" and to the students whose names and 




The pub I ication of the school year book marks more surely than 
any other event in the school calendar the passing of another school year. 
It has been a big year and, I hope you wi 11 agree, a good year. Big in 
the sense that the school doubled in size from one year to the next with 
consequent adjustments in all phases of its operotion. Good in the sense 
that nearly a 11 concerned exerted an extra effort to ensure that the 
adjustments occurred smoothly and painlessly . 
I fee I I must comment that, unfortunately, there ore those among 
us who miss the whole idea of what school, and life, is all about. 
Fortunately, though, they are a minority and may they always be so. 
I wish our graduates continued success in their studies and in al l 
things. 
Finally, congratulations and thanks to the Editors and the ir staff 
for a wonderful memento of 1967- 68. 
S .W. Leightizer 
' 
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This past year has been one of change for all at K.D.H.S. Whether 
former students or welcomed new arrivals, all became part of the new 
K.D.H.S. last fall. The transition was taken in stride by everyone in spite 
of a few delays in construction. By now everybody is aware of the many 
and varied educational opportunities available to him. 
Change is the keynote, not only here, but in almost every field of 
endeavour. Rapid advances in science and technology are now taken 
for granted. During this school year, a transplant of a human heart 
occurred. This event, more than any other in recent times has made the 
public aware that progress must be coupled with responsibility, for it 
gave us a glimpse of what man may be able to do in the years ahead. 
Many changes are in store for us all in the future. Change based on clear 
thinking and sound judgement rarely will be bad; change merely for the 
sake of change rarely will be good. 
"The old order" will change "yielding place to the new". The 
future belongs to those capable of institut ing the good changes and to 
those versatile enough to adapt to the new situations that will inevitably 
arise. 
W. A. Wigle 
SEATED (1-r) : Mr. B. Cowan, Mr. A.K. Duncan, Mr. J. Butler, Mr. H.A. 
Lee, Chairman; Mr. J. Queen, Vice-Chairman; Mr. S. Jackson, Mr. G. 
Campbell. ST AN DI NG: Mr. A.O. Law, Business-Administrator; Mr. W. 
Clark, Mr. T.J. Cooke, Mr. W. Trussetter, Dr. B. Morrow, Mr. F. Hyatt, 
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Mr. A. Barclay Mr. D. Bondy, B.A .• B.P.E. 
Miss A. Brush, B.L.S. / Mr. T. Campbell, B.A. 
Miss I. Friesen, B.H.Sc. Mr. H. Gignac. B.A. 
Mr. D. Huson Mr. E. Jackiw, B.Sc. 
Mr. W. Brandner 
Mr. B. Capps, B.A. 
Mr. G. Hooper 
Miss L. Kudroch 
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Mrs. A. Branton, B.A. Mr. P. Brown, B.A. 
Mr. W. Dinwoody, B.A., M.Ed Mr. A.C. Fisher, B.A. 
Mrs. M. Hooper Mr. J. Hungler, M.A. 
I Mr. D. Laskey Miss S. Leitch, B.A .• B.P.E. 
Miss S. Kornelsen, B.A. Miss E. Marshall, B.A. Mr. G. Marshall, 8.A. Mrs. M. Marshall, 8.A. Mr. W. Martens, B.S.A. 
Mr. G. Meuser, B.A. Mrs. J. Meuser, B.A. Mr. I. Mordowanec, B.A. Mr. H. Morrison, 8.A. Miss B. Palmer l..,,' 
Mr. W. Parr, B.A. Mr. N. Paterson, B.A. / Mr. R. Pazur B.Sc. (A) Mr. G. Peirce, B.A. Mr. S.J. Pike, B.A. 
E. Mrs. M. Ross, B.S.A. Mr. V. Ross Mr. J. Sawatzky, B.A. 
/ 
Mrs. C. Tams Miss P. Thompson, B.A. 
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Mr. C. Vallance Mr. J. Warmenwoven, B.A. 
r•,AA I' ' 1,, • 





Mr. W. Wigle, B.Sc. (A) 1°1' Mrs. I. Williams, B.A. Mr. P. Sethi B.Sc. 
J 
Well, thank you sir! 
I'm just thinking. 
12 I'll be han9(ld. 
BACK ROW: Mrs. Wallace, Mrs. Laird. 






BACK ROW: Alden Clark, Barry Wright, 
Jack Snider, Ken Smith. FRONT ROW: 
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Dying Words: "I' 11 never cut it." 
Proboble Destination: Pope's wife 
Nickname: Anne Landers 
Prize Possession: Long Hair 
Ambition: Lure every boy in K. D. H.S. 
LLOYD ARNER 
Pet Peeve: Vickie L. 
Famous For: His beard 
Pastime: Being the "Mixer" at Boshes 
Claim To Fame: His ''hot" Dodge 
VYTA BAL TRUSAITIS 
Pet Peeve: The Exorbitant Ten Percent Tax 
I ncreose on wine and spi r i Is 
Nick Nome: Lithuanian Jimmy Clark 
Prize Possession: His B .A. Credit Cord 
Secret Desire: To Double the Renault's 46 
H.P. 
Famous For: Rolling o certain Chevy 11 
and living to tell about it. 
SANDY BOGART 
Claim to Fome: Her sweaters 
Favourite Pastime: Breaking Strings On 
Her Guitar 
Prize Possessions: Curl Free, U.N.C.U. 
R. L. Straight Set, Etc . 
Pet Peeve: Curly Hair 
Outstanding Characteristic: See "Claim to 
Fame" 
LARRY COOK 
Proboble Destination: Pickle Former 
Nickname: "The Grower" 
Pet Peeve: Lebonese Growers 
Prize Possession: 55 "Shaker" with Hurst 
Floor Shift 
Famous Lost Words: "Shift as hard as you 
like, but be careful no to break your 
orm. 11 
Outstanding Character istic: Quiet 
DOUG ADAMS 
Proboble Destination: Taster at Hirom 
Walkers 
Nickname: Fuzzy 
Prize Possession: His shotgun 
Ambition: University of Guelph 
Outstanding Characteristic: None 
KEITH BALKWILL 
Dying Words: Watch it, I lifted weights 
once! 
Claim to Fame: French 
Proboble Destination: Mi llionoire, inter-
notionol jewelry thief 
Nickname: Je suis? 
Outstanding Characteristic: His shyness 
with women 
GEORGE BEZAIRE 
Pet Peeve: Pool Shark 
Pri:ze Possessions: Oscor, purple white 
sweater 
Probable Destination: Poronoio Avenue 
N icknome: The Buzzard 
SUSAN BOGART 
Dying Words: "I'm starved" 
Claim to Fame: Helping herself to fringe 
benefits at the dairy 
Favourite Pastime: Eating mints in class 
Ploce Most Likely Found: In the sodde 
Prize Possession: Plum Pudding 
ANNA CORNIES 
Dying Words: But I'm NOT good in Math 
Claim to Fame: Being so good ot Moth A 
Place Most Likely Found: Librory--hoving 
o spore? 
Pet Peeve: Arguments 
Outstanding Characteristic: Her smile 
PHILIP CORNIES 
Dying Words: "What For?" 
Fovourite Pastime: Hunting 
Prize Possession: Browning Automatic 
Ambition: Agricultural Engineer 
Outstanding Characteristic: His Determina-
tion 
LYNNE DEVITT 
Dying Words: I didn't see "the Viscount" 
Proboble Destination: Pilot for Trans-World 
Airlines 
Ploce Most Likely Found: Honging oround the 
lounge ot Windsor Flying Club 
Prize Possession: "CF-VLH" 
Pet Peeve: "Gordon Airways" 
LENA DIMENNA 
Dying Words: "That Bod L Eh" 
Proboble Destination: Six feet under 
Fovourite Postime: Sl iding down the 
corridors 
Place Most Likely Found: Guess! 
Prize Possession: None c:>f yc:>ur business 
ELI ZABETH FRANZ 
Dying Words: I'm dying 
Proboble Destinotion: Bean picker 
Ploce Most Likely Found: In the bedroom 
(doing homework!) 
Prize Possess ion: 11 Herkerner11 
Pet Peeve: Hot pink ond Frenchmen 
Ambition: Clerk in a certain shoe store 
BOB GALLAGHER 
Pet Peeve: Pouline 
Dying Words: Listen Froncis 
Place Most Likely Found: Olinda 
Prize Possession: Slide rule 
Fovorite Pastime: Tolking 
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RICHARD DALTON 
Dyiny Words: "Move now for period 1" 
Claim to Fame: His Philips 301 
Nickname: Dinky, Tiny 
Prize Possession: Brush cut 
Pet Peeve: Faulty projector 
ROBERT DICK 
Dying Words: I knew I should hove done 
those Physics problems 
Fovourite Pastime: Reading Hot Rod Maga-
zines 
Prize Possession: Red ond blue striped binder 
Ambition: Poss grade 13 
Pet Peeve: Writing English Compositions 
ANNE EDLER 
Claim to Fo'T1e: Her French tests 
Nickname: Annie Fanny 
Favourite Poslime: You' II never know 
Prize Possession: Her French text 
Outstanding Chorocteristic: Her 10" 
woistline 
LINDA FREEMAN 
Dying Words: "Con I bite your arm?" 
Claim to Fame: 6 foot picture of Pot Poulsen 
Proboble Destination: Cortoonist for MAD 
mogozine 
Nickname: Ribbet 
Pet Peeve: Curly hair 
MARILYNN GEAUVREAU 
Dying Words: I lost my stirrup! 
Claim to Fame: 4th prize from a competi-
tion of 5, one of which fell off 
Prize Possession: J im 
Pet Peeve: Foiling off horses in the girl's 
cloverleaf 
Outstanding Characteristic: Bruises 
MARG GILBERT 
Claim to Fame: Bringing 8 babies into the 
world all in one night without on 
M. D. certificate 
Probable Destination: Witch Doctor in 
YCAWTA, N. W . T. 
Nicknames: Moggie, Migret, Gilbert, 
Gillie, 
Prize Possession: Her Light "ning" 
Pet Peeve: Freckles and dimples 
BEA GRANT 
Dying Words: I didn ' t hove time 
Claim to Fame: Saying the right thing at 
the wrong time 
Nickname: Peaches 
Pet Peeve: Her hair 
Ambition: Globe trotter 
PAT HAGGITH 
Dying Words: "I beg to differ" 
Claim to Fame: Her words of wisdom 
Favourite Pastime: Passing obscene letero-
ture among her fellow students 
Place Most Likely Found: "Blue" room 
Prize Possession: 11 Worren
11 
MARILYN JANZEN 
Claim to Fame: "lo Cobane de Rhum" at 
Lo Ronde 
Probable Destination: Stewardess for Trans-
World Airlines 
Nickname: Super Mouse 
Favourite Pastime: Eating and loafing 
Pet Peeve: "The Seo Captain" 
DENNIS KOWALCHUCK 
Dying Words: Somebody must hove their 
French done! 
Claim to Fame: Sleeping in French 
Nickname: Cool truck 
Fo .. ourite Pastime: Sleeping 
Ambition: Professeur de fron~o is 18 
CAROLYN GODDARD 
Nickname: Suzie Chreomdleese 
Place Most Likely Found: Where ever the 
boys ore ! 
Prize Possession: "George 11 ond "Oscor" 
Ambition: John 
Pet Peeve: People who don't indulge 
MARY GRANT 
Dying Words: But Mr. Jockiw 
Probable Destination: Astronaut 
Place Most Likely Found: Go-don Airways 
Prize Possession: Flying permit 
Pet Peeve: Bod weather 
PHILIP HAMM 
Dying Words : Would you like to go to on 
I.S . C .F. meeting 
Claim to Fame: Suzuki 
Probable Destination: Bi 1 ly Graham II 
Favourite Pastime : Intruding 
Outstanding Characteristic: Ability to 
intrude 
RONALD JANZEN 
Dying Words: I wish I could get a seat on the 
bus 
Favourite Pastime: Doing H001ework(? ?) 
Prize Possession: Genuine Imported Japan-
ese Evershorp 
Pet Peeve: School 
Ambition: Former 
MAR IBETH LIVESEY 
Claim to Fame: One of 13A' s Flov,,er 
Children 
Probable Destination: Teocier 
Nickname: "Mory B" 
Favourite Pastime: Singing 
Pet Peeve: Cafeteria Food 
DOROTHEA LOTTBREIN 
Dying Words : Vroiment! 
Cloim to Fome: Her French vocobulorly 
Probable Destinotion: Teoching sailors 
physicol educotion? ?? ? 
Nickname: Dot 
Ambition: To coach the Horlem Globe 
Trotte rs 
PEGGY McCRACKEN 
Cloim to Fome: Impromptu speeches 
Proboble Destinotion: English teacher 
Fovourite Postime: Going to Church 
Prize Possession: Moccosins 
Pet Peeve: Mondoy mornings, T uesdoy 
mornings •... Fridoy mornings 
RICHARD MEL TON 
Dying Words : The question i chose is 
"Is morrioge becoming obsolete?" 
c·loim to Fome: Borrowing o notebook ond 
skipping the next 4 doys 
of school 
Prize Possession: little Richie 
Ambition: To moke it to school for l whole 
week without skipping o doy 
Outstonding Chorocteristic: Morried, 
president of Students' Council 
ond ol 1-stor hockey ployer ot 
the some time 
ALBIE NAKASHIMA 
Cloim to Fome: All-stor right winger 
Fovourite Postime: Foiling lotin tests 
Ploce Most likely Found: At the Areno 
Pet Peeve: Getting mushed into the 
boards by Richord Melton 
Ambition: Doing his Moth seminor 
RICHARD NEUFELD 
Dying Words: My motor quit 
Probable Destinotion: Commerciol pilot 
Fovourite Pastime: Girls 
Prize Possession: 1952 Pontioc with 4- 11 
reor end 
Ambition: Get 4-5-6 reor end for his 
Pontiac 19 
BETH MARRIOTT 
Dying: "Tell it like it is" 
Cloim to Fome: Being the quiet one??? 
Probable Destinotion: Flower child 
Fovourite Postime: Redheods ! 
Pet Peeve: Allon Smith 
SHIRLEY MCCRACKEN 
Dying Words : "Yes, thot's right ." 
Nickname: Snowfloke 
Fovourite Postime: Winking ot Mr. Porr 
Prize Possession: Curling Boots 
Outstonding Chorocteristic: Her lndion 
blood 
ARTHUR NA KASHIMA 
Cloim to Fome: Silence is golden 
Probable Destinotion: Former 
Fovourite Postime: Studying 
Ploce Most likely Found: librory 
Prize Possession: Science books 
RICHARD NEAL 
Dying Words: "This is true" 
Cloim to Fome: His ho ir 
Probable Destinotion: Monoger of fruit form 
Fovourite Postime: Ploying paol on Sundays 
Prize Possession: Big 283 62' chev 
PETER NEILSON 
Dying Words: Oh Suzie .•• Suzie Creom-
cheeze baby? Are you 
v.eoring hot pink? 
Ploce Most likely Found: A certoin shoe 
store 11 ! 11 
Prize Possession: His strictly classical ond 
educotionol record col-
lection? 
Pet Peeve: Chunny and Ser and ESP 
Ambition: To be murdered at the oge of 96 
by o jeolous husband 
RICHARD PENNER 
Claim to Fame: Dropping German 
Favourite Pastime: German class 
Place Most Likely Found: Joe's pool room 
Pet Peeve: Allen Smith 
KATHY PUTMAN 
Dying Words: Do I look like a snob? 
Prize Possession: American Citizenship 
Papers 
Probable Destination: Civil rights worker 
in de ole souf 
Pet Peeve: Pennies from heaven 
Ambition: To write for Mad Magazines 
RUTH ROGERS 
Dying Words: "No ! Greg" 
Claim to Fame: Breaking steering- wheels 
on ye I low barracudas 
Nickname: Junior 
Pet Peeve: Uncle Mike 
Ambi t ion: To wait till she's 21 ! 
ROM RUSSELO 
Prize Possession: Rusty his dog or rusty his 
'61 Vouxhall 
Pet Peeve: U. of W . Computer 
Ambition: Getting out of high school 
JERRY SCHMIDT 
C laim to Fame: Bi lliards champion 
Favourite Pastime: Hunting 
Prize Possession: Pair of suede boots 
Ambition: Nuclear Physicist 
Outstanding Characteristic: Sexy voice 
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SUE PETTAPIECE 
Claim to Fame: Weekends in Toronto, 
London •• . 
Favourite Pastime: Missing the bus 
Prize Possession: Her shoes 
Pet Peeve: Contact lenses 
Ambition: To gel up early in the morning 
PAUL QUICK 
Probable Dest ination: Professional student 
Nickname: "Sparky" 
Place Most Likely Found: With Adorns in 
the du~k pond 
Pet Peeve: Sky - shooters 
PAULINE RUSCHER 
Dying Words: I hod o wild dream lost night! 
Claim to Fame: She got o hangover from 
Marg ' s dream wedding! 
Favourite Pastime: Rocking in t he cafeteria 
Place Mo,i Likely Found: IGA freezer 
Pet Peeve: Bob 
DAVE SANDERSON 
Dying Words: OK Vyto, take i t away 
Favourite Pastime: Ta lking to Howie 
Piece Most Likely Found: The academy 
Pet Peeve: A Head! 
Ambition: See Steve and Edmund together 
CAROL SCRATCH 
Claim to Fame: Being Called Stupid in 
Latin 
Probable Dest ination: Teaching Latin 
Prize Possession: Freckles (Dog) 
Pet Peeve: Rick ' s Volkswagen 





Claim to Fame: His sermon on the "Infallible 
Word of God" 
Probable Destination: Sin Bin 
Ploce Most Likely Found: On de ol' tractor 
Ambition: None whatsoever 
Outstanding Chorocteristic: Amazing 
capacity for spreading his love 
to oil the girls of his closs 
JULIE SLAVIK 
Dying Words: I should hove known better 
than to trust o mon 
Probable Destination: Y,M.C.A. instructor 
Favourite Pastime: Thinking of???? 
Place Most Likely Found: ??? 
Pet Peeve: Long girdles 
NANCY-JEAN SNOOK 
Dying Words: "I love you, Mol" 
Claim lo Fame: The night she served Mai 
his dinner in his lop 
Place Most Likely Found: At the graveyard 
Prize Possession: Mol (her fionce) 
Ambition: To be o good housewife 
MADELINE THOMAS 
Pet Peeve: Hoving to swim to Pelee Island 
when she misses the boot 
Outstanding Characteristic: Her super-
spastic larf 
Dying Words: There's square root to do 
Claim to Fame: Her Avant-garde poetry 
Nickname: Mat 
TOM THORPE 
Probable Destination: Ouolity control in o 
jelly bean factory 
Nickname: Gertrude, the Burgundy Hustler 
Place Most Likely Found: Standing on the 
corner--wotching all the girls 
Prize Possessioo: My eyes 
Outstanding Characteristic: X-Roy eyes 21 
RICHARD SHERMAN 
Cloim to Fome: 1956 Ford 
Probable Destination: A DJ for CKLW 
Nickname: The Sheik 
Favourite Pastime: Cutting down CKLW and 
reading French Newspapers from 
Mr. Pierce 
Prize Possession: Himself ond CHYR Radio 
ALLAN SMITH 
Probable Destination: Taster ot Hiram 
Wo lkers 
Nickname: Willard Slick 
Prize Possession: Jane 
Pet Peeve: Chev' s 
Ambition: University of Windsor 
DAISY TAKAKI 
Dying Words: I got the right answer l 
Prize Possession: Her eroser 
Pet Peeve: Pens that blot 
Ambition: To be blond??? 




Favourite Pastime: Going to Detroit 
Place Most Likely Found: Jewellery store 
Prize Possession: Pete 
Outstanding Characteristic: Her "non-curly" 
perm 
RAYMOND VERSCHUERE 
Probable Destination: A Hell's Angel 
motorcycle hood 
Nickname: Otis 
Pet Peeve: KC 
Ambition: To stay sober at a wedding 
Outstanding Characteristic: Amazing capa-






Dying Words: "What does my hair look like?" 
Proboble Destinotion: Owner of the ployboy 
fronchise 
Nickname: Nancy? 
Favourite Pastime: Choosing which door to 
ansv,er when there's a boy at each 
Prize Possession: Her hot pink lion with lime 
green hair 
DEAN WILL IAMS 
Dying Worek: Who droir,ed the pool? 
Proboble Destination: Guelph 
Nicknome: Dead-eye 
Ploce Most Likely Found: In the doytime or 
ofter dork? 
Prize Possession: Old shotgun with bent 
borrel 
Ambition: Find o left fender for his car 
Marilyn: Sometimes my father takes things apart to see why 
they don't go. 
Gary: So what? 
Marilyn: So you had better go. 
Mary McCracken to Mr. Campbell: You k now that note about 
my bad grades you told me to give to my dacP 
Mr. Campbell: Yes, what about it? 
Mary: I lost 1t in a fight I had with a kid who said that you 
weren't the handsomest teacher in school. 
Bruce: Karen got a terrific new mudpack treatment last 
week at the beauty parlor. 
Eddie: Did it work well? 
Bruce: She was gorgeous for three days: Then the mud fell 
off. 
Angry Mr. K upisz: Why were 
you kissing my daughter ,n 
the dark last night, young 
man? 
Young Man: Now that I've 







Dying Words: "I don't know, Sir." 
Claim to Fame: Getting the Mere smashed 
Proboble Destination: Scrop-car dealer 
Nickname: Peaches 
Pet Peeve: Being mistaken for my sister 
BARNEY ZIELINSKI 
Dying Words: Now don' I get all excited, 
Bobbie I 
Nickname: Caesar 
Prize Possession: His pipes and super shaker 
58 Biscayne 
Pet Peeve: People who knock his Laure I 
Wreathe 
Ambition: To be able to play bosketbo ll 
MARY ANNE ADAM 
Prize Possess ion: 





Secret Desire: To 
poss Math 
SHARON ALLEN 
Ploce Most Likely 




Strothmere House Hotel, 
Room 510 
ALLAN BROWN 
Dying Words: "Uh 




AM 4 cheoper insuronce 
roles 
YVETTE BISSONNETTE 
Dying Words: You 
con' twin them oil, but 






Professionol Cor Wosher 




Secret Desire: To he Ip 
J.H. exploin to J . B. 
the facts of dandruff 
LINDA BUNN 




Wife of a druggist 
JANET DRESSER 
Dying Words: I cul 
my hair too short 
HARVEY CARSON 
Ploce Most Likely 
Found: 4n Cedor Beach 
SHIRLEY CRUMB 
Claim to Fame: Hn 
musical talent 
DALE DUTOT 
Ambition: Peoch Corps 24 
KAREN CARLSON 
Dying Words; W1dl, 
I guess! 
BETTY DECOU 
Place Most Likely 
Found: In a blue Ford 
with "S-TROOP." 
GERDA FEBEL 





Dying Words: Give me 
o bottle of "booze." 
SHELLEY COULTER 
Dying Words: Gee , I 
couldn ' I have been 
around that day 
LYNNE DRESSER 





AM 4 boys with blue 
eyes 
JILL GARDNER 
Place Most Likely 
Found: We 11, she is 
not os innocent as she 
looks. 
JANICE HOOPER 
Claim to Fame: If ot 
first you don't succeed, 
quit. 
PENNY FORD 
AM 4 1948 De Sotos thot 
dee ides to crock up 
MARK GRABB 
Claim to Fome: Trying 
to ploy gool for winless 
Honkers team. 
JUDY HOWE 
Dying Words: But Mr . 
Campbell, I've got 




Probable Dest inolion: 
St. Mory' s Academy 





Pet Peeve : Boys with 
dork eyes 
STEVE FINES 
Pet Peeve: Ugly girls 
who try to look good 
PADDY GILCHRIST 
Secret Desire: To 
hove Mrs. before her 
nome 
JUDY HOPKINS 
Known For: Her quiet 
focode. 
JANIS HUMBER 
Claim to Fame: Running 
out of gas twice in one 
night 
AGOSTINO INGRATTA 
Dying Words: "Drink 
of the wine and incur the 





Place Most Likely 
Found: Driving around 
in o white '59 Dodge 
NANCY KALLA Y 
Secret Desire: To find 
a poir of nylons thot fit 
perfectly 
VICKIE KUPISZ 
Secret Ambition: To 
become o folk singer 
26 
JOSEPHINE INCITTI 
Dying Words: If I only 
hod on I B M machine 
KRYS KLASSEN 
Claim to Fome: Her 
blush while talking to 
that ce rtoin someone 
KAREN LAUREi 
Pet Peeve: Not get-
ting letters from that 
certain someone in 
Toronto 
CHARLIE HUMPHRIES 
Pet Peeve: Too much 
work in a certain subject 
NANCY IVES 
Cloim lo Fame: Super-
visor of on Orphanage 
HARRY KONRAD 




Dying Words: "Whot 
would the world do 




Dying Words: Don't 
meon noth in• 
EMILY MASTRONARDI 
Probable Destination: 
The Peace Corps or on 
Airline Stewordess 
KIM LEWIS 
Cloim to Fome: His 
Browning outomotic and 




Se,ret De$ire: Con' t 
woit till 21 
27 
ROBERT LOTTBREIN 
Cloim to Fome: His 
blush 
MICHAEL MARTIN 
Place Most Likely 
Found: Academy of 
Finer Arts 
C.AROLE MCKENZIE 
Place Most Likely 
Found: Typing Room 
BONNIE LEWIS 
Probable Destinotion: 




Alias: Spaghetti bender 
JOANNE MCLEAN 
Dying Words: "Flower 
Power11 
EDDIE MEL TON 
Claim to Fome: The 
hoir on his chinney-
chin-chin 
LESLIE RINGROSE 
Famous For: His 
flowery speeches 
BARBARA MELINZ 
Claim to Fome: Her 
candies 
SANDI POST 
Famous As: A scholor? -
T'he winner of the 12A 
spelling contest 
JACKIL YNN ROGERS 
Place Most Likely to be 
Found: Barefoot in o 
water fountain 
28 
CAROL MEL TON 
Cloim to Fome: Putting 
Miss Leitch in the 
Showers 
MARGARET QUICK 
Place Most Likely 
Found: "In o blue 
FolconH 
BRIAN ROWLEY 
Dying Words: I knew 
I shou ldn ' t hove sk ipped 
thot closs 
LINDA MCLEAN 
Cloim to Fome: Lost 
yeor' s typing contest 
ELLEN MILEC 
N icknome: "Hot. Stuff" 
BRUCE ROGERS 
Cloim to Fame: The 
biggest blMdest brute 
ot o 11 the love-ins . 
MARY ANN SANDERSON 
Place Most Likely to be 
Found: With Peter 
JOHN SEBELE 
Secret Desire: To be o 
Germon Teacher 
ASTRID SLABBEKOORN 
Claim to Fame: Her 
"quick" trip to Florido? 
BILL SANFORD 





Place Most Likely 
Found: Beside the old 
distillery 
ROD SMITH 
Place Most Likely 
Found: "The Meadows" 
KEVIN SCRATCH 
Probable Destination: 
Being Crushed By Nomu 
LAURIE SIMS 
Nickname: The ol' 
former 
MARY MAUREEf\. SNOOK 
Famous For: Her =rench 
accent. 
PEGGY SANFORD 
Claim to Fame: Her 
super intelligent brain 
MARLA SHARP 
Place Most Likely to be 
Found: Hockey, bose-
bol I games, etc. 
CONNIE SLINGER-
LAND 
Place Most Likely 
to be Found: At 
home washing dishes 
SHARON STAHL 
Claim to Fame: Fighh 
with ..... ? 
MARY STUPAVSKY 
Claim to Fame: Still 
water run deep 
KAREN TOWLE 
Secret Desire: To be 
o hippie 
JUDY STAPLETON 
Ambition: To be o 
physico I education 
teacher 
GERDA SWARTZ 
Place Most likely 
Found: In a green 
Mustang 
SUSAN VARGYAS 
Ambition: To be the 
P. A. system of 12A 
30 
DAVID STOCKWELL 
Place Most Likely 
Found: Pool hall 
SHEILA THORPE 
AM 4 cute boys with 




Place Most Likely 




Ambition: Marry o 
ri eh widower 
JOHN UNGER 
Probable Destination: 
Gu i tor cleaner 
BR IAN WARD 
Proboble Destinotion: 
Becoming o Yonkee ! 
DIANE WILKINS 
C lo im to Fome: Right 
behind Noncy ot lunch 
time; 2nd out of the 
schoo l 
MARY WATSON 
AM 4 school starting 
at noon on Mondoys 
TED WILLMS 
Famous As: Caso-nova 
of K. D . H .S . 
MARILYN WIGLE 
Claim to Fome: They 
let me live 17 yeors 
FRANZ WARMENHOVEN 
Pet Peeve: Getting 
beat up for his moth 
morks 
JANICE WILL 
Dying Words: You know 
the old saying . What! 
You don ' t know the old 
saying? 
DOROTHY BICKFORD 
Famous For: Being absent 
Dying Words: But I like stay-
ing away 
SANDY FROHMAN 
Alias: The Blusher 
Famous For: Her blush 
PAT GALE 
Famous For: His laugh 
Dying Words: Ha Ha Hal 
ALMA HUNTER 
Cause of Death: Someone cut 
her hair 






Alias: The Pool Shark 
Cause of Death: Fell on his 
cue stick 
ANN DENROER 
Famous For: Her earrings 
Cause of Death: She lost her 
earrings 
GLORIA HEARNS 
Alias: Her tz 
Dying Words: We may not be 
number one 
PATTY IRWIN 
Cause of Death: She burned 
her hair while ironing it. 
Dy,ng Words: My SS0.00 
wig. 
GEORGE KING 
Famous For: His art of dust-
ing shelves 
Dying Words: Where's my 
dust cloth 
GEORGINA KING 
Famous For: Her driving 
Cause of Death: She went too 
fast 
CHRIS MASTRONARDI 
Alias: Her spaghetti 




Famous For: Her legs 
RALPH ROADHOUSE 
Alias: The Roadrunner 
Dying Words: Beep! Beep! 
JOHN WRIDE 
Famous For: His boots 
Cause of Death: Too many 
blisters 
ART MANCHESTER 
Famous For: His aston-Fal-
con 




Cause of Death: A jealous 
boyfriend 
DONNA RIDSDALE 
Cause of Death: The Russians 
caught her 
RANDY SEBELE 
Alias: Wee Willy Winker 
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TOP ROW: Robert Wenzler, Mike Boekhoven, Richard Newland, Kelly Brown, George 
Solmoni, Michael Keller, Peter Post, Wade Sharp, Kest Baltrusaitis, Nathan Hamm. 
MIDDLE ROW: Linda Capogna, Vicki Cowan, Carol Walls, Mary Aolbers, Bette Ann 
Simmers, Linda Wiadaski, Patty De Santis, Chris Weir. BOTTOM ROW: Pauls Baker, 
Jacqueline Slater, Cheryl Collins, Mary Sharp, Linda Roelens, Bonnie Drummer, Janet 
Lyman, Faye Russel, ABSENT: Donald Macleod, Martinus Prinsen. 
TOP ROW: Jim Vollans, Rocky Malott, Bill Hillier, Bruce Adams, Terry Kirk, Allon 
Smith, Bob Ternosky, John Staddon, Randy Vandervoort. MIDDLE ROW: Ken Witt, 
Joke De Jong, Louann Geauvreau, Leeanne Statham, Angela Keller, Marlene Gale, 
Michael Boddy, John Lawson. FRONT ROW: Susan Blackford, Chris Dirksen, Judy 
Feyko, Janis Bateman, Debbie Jackson, Mary Beth Lewis, Donna Ferguson, Betty Meleg, 
Lynne Sebe le, ABSENT: Wayne McCready, Eric Miner. 
9C 
9D 
TOP ROW: Syd Welch, Richard Watson, Gerry Penner, Rick Cowan, Kevin Dresser, 
Jim Watson, John Gilbert, Ed Binder, MIDDLE ROW: Paul Shafton, Doug Thompson, 
Michael Bocan, Linda Glass, Charlene Dolton, Bert Mastronardi, Vernon Koslowsky, 
Jim Hodgkins, FRONT ROW: Joanne Kraus, Ange la Mayer, Pam Jeffrey, Debbie Elford, 
Jenny Reitsma, Wendy Hutchins, Debbie Cowell. ABSENT: John Karry, Kim Kubis, 
Martha Burton, Bonnie Campbell, Mary Jane Fox, Mary Ann Weber. 
TOP ROW: Bob Reid, Randy Gould, Ken Davie, Bob McAuslan, David Bunn, Larry 
Hardy, Allan Neufeld . MIDDLE ROW: Mike Muraw, Rona ld Bilhom, Gorden Grant, 
Rosemary Wittaker, Mary Lou Malott , Conn ie Smith, John Horvath, Ken Malley, John 
Miscoiu . FRONT ROW: Franca Policella, Heather Post, Judy Larratt, Sharon Boggs, 
Sharon Quick, Noto I ie Peters . ABSENT: Bi 11 Hoch, John Riopel le, Corry Versne I, 
J im Renaud , Bob Stevenson. 
9E 
9f 
TOP ROW: Randy Tripp, John Palesh, Joseph Julien, James Drummond, Patrick Voakes, 
Ernie Braun, Joseph Gibson, Herbert Reid, Donny Smith. MIDDLE ROW: Kevin Baltzer, 
Archie Labombar be, Thomas Martin, Ron Roseborsky, Richard Be 11, Thomas Hutch ins, 
Terry Derbyshire
1 
Philip Bradley. FRONT ROW: Allen Wass, Joann Miihlroth, Becky 
Eaton, Laurie Rollo, Judy Hope, Peggy Radu, Elaine Peterson, Sally Rollo, Peter Hudders. 
ABSENT: Linda Losoncki, Willie Edgerton, Doug Henricks, George Kotulak. 
TOP ROW: Joe Frei, Randy Winger, Douglas Stockwell, Albert Kok, Robert Tatomir, 
Ayerist Malott, Bruce Hunter. M IDDLE ROW: Clinton Baltzer, Dennis Deblock, Larry 
Malott, Donald Janzen, John McMullin, Paul Moore, Allen MacVoy. FRONT ROW: 
Tom Kraus, Brenda Boose, Carla Haveman, Hilda cdler, Shirley DePaepe, Georgene 
Chausse, Rondy Fox. ABSENT: Carol Gago on, Sandra Beethom,. Nancy Augustine, 
Barbara Bennett, Mortin DeJong, Dennis Dresser. 
9G 
9H 
TOP ROW: Dennis Totomir, Barry Brando, Wayne Johnson, Bill VonRoie, Kyle Scratch, 
Tom Malott, Steve Stephens. MIDDLE ROW: Robert Willon, Robert Pearce, Allan Hunter, 
Emil Remark, Pino Mastronardi, Allon York, Roy Campbell. FRONT ROW: Ines Freitas, 
Christine Go I loway, Mory Jone Augustine, Karen Drummond, Frances Bachmeier, Sherry 
Hillman, Jeon DeCaluwe, Carol Dering. ABSENT: Dean Bateman, Blake MocPherson, 
Steve Tiedeman, Cheryl Breault, Helen Cincurok. 
TOP ROW: Robert Anson, Michael Betts, William Rol lo, Ron McCormick, Richard Foo le, 
Richard Schieffer . MIDDLE ROW: Gary Reneau, Clarence Baltzer, Ron Horvath, Anthony 
Nixon, Paul Gaffan, David Lumley. FRONT ROW: Paul Weber, Darlene Tiedeman, 
Jacque I ine Gow, Candy Girard, Theresa Rivest, Nancy Lum ley, Bruce Kowalchuk. 
ABSENT: Frances Meloche, Georgina Poublon, Margaret Smith, Jane Hunter, Richard 
Blackford, David Teideman, Steve Shagot. 
IOA 
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TOP ROW: Doug Brown, Pete Febel, Tom Dresser, Jeff Crowford, Richard Golden, 
Fronk Hotz, John Glaser, Bill Hutchinson, David Horris, Robert Borek, Richard Koh. 
Ml ODLE ROW: Suzanne Feher, Lindo Dueckmon, Kathy Fines, Kathleen Crumb, Faye 
Bowman, Beverly Foot, Kathy Adamson, Claudette Gilchrist. FRONT ROW: Koren 
Bailey, Helen Marentette, Marie Everaert, Marguerite Elliott, Eloise Abbot, Marjorie 
Garant, Sheryle Ediger, Ruth Brown. ABSENT: Pat Brando, Peter Atkin, Gary Hillier. 
TOP ROW: Brad McDonald, Ralph Leonhardt, Paul Meleg, Jim Morris, Bill Robson, 
Mike Mastronardi, Tim Mc Kenney, Les Kovacs. MIDDLE ROW: Leopaul Mortin, Wayne 
Reid, Andy Piroli, Mary McCracken, Moxene Hamashuk, Lori Morrice, Barbara Neilson, 
Arie Korteweg, Tom Hutchins, Tom Rogers. FRONT ROW: Shanna Lucas, Goy Harrison, 
Karen Kubis, Lindo Martin, Janet Malott, Solly Klassen, Donna Graham, Pat Howe. 





TOP ROW: Larry Duquette, Tony Wenzler, Bruce Watt, David Thurston, Phil Schieffer, 
Bill Vollans, Scott Watson, Arthur Walls, Gordon Vandervoort, Marcel Trepanier, Ed 
Scherer, Roy Sanger. MIDDLE ROW: Alice Zwiers, Bonnie Quick, Anne Warmenhoven, 
Vicki Will, Paula Scratch, Joanne Zelanak, Holly Sherman. FRONT ROW: Patsy Road-
house, Laurie Quick, Debbie Switzer, Barbara White, Susie Nakashima, Lynn Smith, 
Helen Stevenson, Sally Wilson. ABSENT: Greg Wigle. 
TOP ROW: Roger Daniher, Ed Everaert, Ken Howe, Fred DeSantis, Jack Brando, Sean 
/OD Derbyshire. MIDDLE ROW: Ellen Glass, Allan DiMenna, Wayne Irwin, Mike Cincurak, Randy Gooden, Carol Bailey. FRONT ROW: Amelia Verschuere, Martha Gaffon, 
Linda Neufeld, Elaine Brown, Janith Devitt, Vickie Cox. ABSENT: Elizabeth Brandner, 
Kathy Dent, Barbara Hasson, Sue Upcott, Robert Borland, Clay Campbel I, Bill Loop. 
!OE 
!Of 
TOP ROW: Rondy Getty, John Dewhurst, Terry Fick, Kevin Rumble, Jim Froumeni, 
Keith Renaud. MIDDLE ROW: Gay Telztoff, Clarence Fuller, Gory Rankin, Fronk 
Kartye, J oy Francis, Ann Hetherington. FRONT ROW: Margo Loucks, Annie Melinz, 
J anice Lone, Theresa Ringrose, Jeanette Tiborcz, Jonne Peters. ABSENT: Mory Jone 
McVonne 11, Becky Moore, Lindo Nixon, Mory Bennett, Jenny Wybenga. 
TOP ROW: Edward lmpens, Alen Merritt, Douglas Wallace, Rick Nogorsen. MIDDLE 
ROW: Patti Brundritt, Robert Moody 
I 
Harvey Ryersee, Dennis Ouellette, Robert Miscoui, 
Martha Branch. FRONT ROW: Marilyn Klesh, Caron Knight, Helen Chortos, Bonnie 
Brown, Edith Demon, Wendy Williams. ABSENT: Joyce Laundrie, Donna Moore, Joanne 
Tultz, Bill Lane, Greg Noble, Maurice Pestowka . 
IOG 
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TOP ROW: Peter Fraumeni, Terry Romanchuk, William Rutgers, David Helerud, Jamie 
Wright, Brad Sims, James Smith. MIDDLE ROW: Allan Whittal, Tim Sellars, Ken Reid, 
Maureen Malott, Wi Ima VanDrunen, Ron Se lion, Robert Taggart, Darrel Scratch. FRONT 
ROW: Heather McKee, Dianne Welch, Ell ice Windsor, Gale Hopkins, Karen Noble, 
Marilyn Wigle. ABSENT: Laura Fox, Judy Lymon, Donna Moody, Darlene Rose, George 
Pinch, Richard Sanford, Leon Vermerien. 
TOP ROW: Dave Marriott, John Cooper, Bob Davie, Marvin Gardner, Ray Fulmer, 
Brick Malott, Mike Kraus, Dwaine Knight, Gordon Dunmore, Herb Kampferseck. MIDDLE 
ROW: Joan Labombarbe, Debbie Mai loch, Cathy Jenner, Becky Feltz, Kathy Brando, Jan 
Dresser, Pot Quick, Janet Karry, J ane Feyko. FRONT ROW: Jill Julien, Debra Hen~erson, 
Barbara Bieschk'e, Diane Bishop, Maria Sharp, Linda Haggith, Carol Adams, Susan Gow, 
Agatha DeJong. ABSENT: She I ly Battram, Daphne Dresser, Ken Hartford. 
118 
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TOP ROW: Roger Wharrom, Peter Scherer, Joey Uyenaka, Henry Verbeek, Nick Rogers, 
Greg Pucovsky, Patrick O'Donnell, Don Neufeld 1 Gary Mutterback. MIDDLE ROW: 
Barbara Staddon, Bonnie Thompson, She.rry Irwin, Mary Livingston, Lorna Regier, Karen 
Sims, Jane Russe lo. FRONT ROW: Becky Lewis, Margaret Mulcaster, Ruth Upcott, 
Robin Wigle, Gaye Stevenson, Arlene Wilkinson, Carolyn Madill, Donna Warkentin, 
Lorie Whaley . ABSENT: Barbara Goddard, Yikka Hoekstra, Ruth Macintosh, Judy 
Peterson, Susan Sanger, Leonard Garno, Joseph Webb, Jane Post. 
TOP ROW: Roger Eggleton, Brian Whittaker, Gordon Wigle, Ken Renaud, Jim Brundritt, 
Michael Scott, Steve Sebele. MIDDLE ROW: Ron Milec, Joe Fuller, Rick Orton, 
Vicki Leightizer, Jane Kirk, Helen Lyman, Bill Nelson, Perry Szeminski, Allen Malott. 
FRONT ROW: Janis Remark, Rita Baker, Joy Sim, Sandy Rankin, Koy Branchflower, 
Judy Morrice, Prudy David, Marilyn Domm . ABSENT: Judy Maxey, Koren Loop, Anita 




TOP ROW: Joanne Ward, Rosemary Feher, Judy Jackson, Debbie Brodt, Bev Allen, 
Linda Nemeth, Margaret Heath. FRONT ROW: Sylvia Vermeulen, Trudy Witt, Patti 
Seward, Gabriele Goblas, Sheila Grant, Koren Reive, Foye Wigle. ABSENT: Ruth 
onn De Block, Joan Mcleon. 
TOP ROW: Joe Lochanski, Lorry Eaton, Angelo Copogno, Walter Fox, Richard Moxey. 
FRONT ROW: Bonnie Henricks, Audrey lngrotta, Christine Wladorski, Jill McMullin, 
Noreen Manchester, Lindo Leng, Lucy Mastronardi. ABSENT: Candice Fraser, Victor 
Gabrie I le, Betty Ann Jones. 
!If 
TOP ROW: Tony DiMenna, Gary Chalmers, Larry Makish, Melvin Getty, Keith Quick, 
Tom Mosey, Terry Eagle. FRONT ROW: Dennis Brown, Don Renaud, Stanley Baltzer, 
James Tiborcz, Richard Danckaert, Mac DeCou, David Brown, Vern Seaton, Dan Kvdroch, 
Ed Bodalaya. ABSENT: Guy Harrison. 
11111111 
Whot would it be like if the people in 9A suddenly decided to change their 
way of life. Here are some possible suggestions and the most likely reactions. 
What would happen!£_ 
Mary Aalbers grew another inch? She wouldn ' t be able to get in the school. 
Pauls Baker could dance better. The boys would not have sore toes. 
Kest Baltrusaitis wasn ' t such a hustler? Girls would go out of style. 
Michael Boekhoven went mod. The rest of us would go square. 
Kelly Brown ran out of iokes? The world would be in a depression. 
Linda Capogna had her tongue cut out? There would be no such word as gossip. 
Cheryl Collins could play basketball decently? We wouldn't lose so much. 
Vickie Cowan sang I ike Robert Gou I let? People would get suspicious. 
Patty DeSantis roared at the teacher? You would have a class of stunned kids. 
Bonnie Dummer didn't argue with Mr. Gignac so much? We'd have a whole 
period of nothing but English. 
Nathan Hamm was given a kleenex? He would probably eat it. 
Michael Keller got a nose job? He wouldn't hit people when he turned his 
head. 
Janet Lyman interviewed Sophia Loren? Nothing 
Don Macleod took LSD? Nothing, he ' d remain in the same state as he always 
is (dreaming) 
Rick Newland got a black eye? It would be an improvement. 
Peter Post said he was hatched? We'd finally know why he had played the 
Flying Nun, in the school play. 
Martin Prinsen used two cans of ban? Nothing much. 
Linda Roelens kept the same boy friend for longer than a week? We'd probably 
know his name at the most. 
Faye Russel saw Twiggy? She would think that English boys don't get fed. 
George Salmon i started an argument with Linda Capogna? World War 111 
Mary Sharp became an unactive nun? Impossible •••• 
Wade Sharp would move to the back of the room and let Carol Walls sit by 
Linda Capogna? Mr. Gignac would probably say no. 
Betty Ann Simmers grew up to look like her mother? Her father woula get 
mighty confused at times. 
Jackie Slater won the weight lifting contest in 1969? No surprise. 
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NAME NICK-NAME 
Betty Meleg "Sure Bet" 
Marlene Gale "Gale" (Storm) 
Janis Bateman "Batman" 
Mary Beth Lewis "Lovie" 
Debbie Jackson "Fearless Fly" 
Lee Anne Statham "Legs" 
Luanne Geauvreou "Catnip" 
Angela Keller "Pickle" 
Donna Ferguson "Fergy'' 
Susan Blackford "Sweet Sue" 
Lynne Sebele 
11 Pepper" 
Chris Dirksen "Crisco" 





















Falling out of desks 
Laughing 
Yelling at McCready 
"UNKNOWN"! 
Pushing books on the 
floo~ 
Jim! Jim! Jim! 
Looking for the 
right guy 
Trying to find the 
good ports in books 
Sewing lopsided 
house-coots 
Trying to tell funny 
things 
Paying Attention 
CAUSE OF DEA TH 
A desk fell on her 
Laughed her head off 
He yelled bock and 
didn't use Scope 
A certain Boy 
Took a long walk off 
a short dock 
Jim! 
Used curl free 
She talked 
Her mother sow it 
She succeeded 
Failed a test 
A windy day. She 
blew away. 
Being o public leaning 
post 
Convincing people that 
Montreal Conadiens 
They lost to Toronto 
ore the best 
Drinking Soop Blew too many bubbles 
Getting out of French He got caught 
Two certain girls These two certain girls 
Telling everyone he He believed he was 
is not Vernor Vernor 
Asking girls for a dance Dyed his hair 
and getting turned down 
Playing Basketball Finally got one in 
Betty Marlene 
Taking care of his birds They forgot to come 
home 
Blushing when this A certain girl 
certain girl looks at him 
Running cross country Broke leg 
Flirting with the girls Grew on inch 
Rocky Malott 
Bi ll Hillier 
Ken Witt 
John Lawson 
11 Joi ly G reen Doi I or" Poker Forgot to use Ban 
Spray Deodorant 
Rots got him 
Girls ! John Stoddon 
Bruce Adams 
M ichoe I R. Boddy 
"Adomsapple" 
Chicken Plucker 
Girls! Girls ! Girls! 
Trying to convince 
people he ' s really 
Engl i~h 
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Played with snakes 
CAN you IMAGINE: 
Kevin Dresser: as an A fr icon pygmy 
Syd Welch: As a pitcher of lemonade 
Kim Kubis : As a cube of sugar 
Debbie Elford: As a member of the cow . •. cow ... cow .•• family 
Rick Cowan : Playing " Alfred" on Batman 
JoAnn Kraus: As Twiggy 
Jenny Reitsma : As a Boy-Watcher 
Mary Ann Weber: As o duck with webbed feet 
Burt Mastronardi: As Tarzan 
Martha Burton: Engaged to Liz Taylor ' s husband 
Paul Shafton: Doing his French homework 
Jim Hodgkins: As Jackie Gleason 
Mike Bocan: As ballerina 
Doug Thompson: As Captain Kangaroo 
Pam J effery: As Fearless Fly 
Bonn ie Campbell: As o can of soup 
Angela Mayer: As a sausage 
Debbie Cowe 11: As Cheetah 
Linda Glass: As a pai I of water 
Mary Jane Fox: As a eh icken 
Charlene Dalton: As o chuck (y) wagon 
Jim Watson: As a light- bulb 
Richard Watson: As a shoe so lesman 
J ohn Gilbert: As a razor blade 
Ed Binder: As a book cover 
Windy Hutchins: As a bag of wind 
Gary Penner: As a ba I I- point 
J ohn Karry: As Jimmy Duranti 
Vernon Koslowsky: As Boy- Wonder 
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CAN YOU IMAGINE: 
Ronald Bi lhom never smi I ing. 
David Bunn ta I king about school work instead 
of cars and motorcycles 
Ken Dovie coming to school for a week 
straight. 
Randy Gould setting at the front in a 
classroom 
Gordon Grant not putting in his remarks 





William Hoch not trying to make friends 
with some girls. 
John Horvath not being a star in our basket-
bal I games, 
Ken Malley becoming a 200 lb. weight 
lifting champ. 
Paul McAuslan eating less than $1 ,50 worth 
of food at lunch. 
Michael Merow stop tapping his hands and 
feet I ike he I s playing drums. 
Joh:, Miscoiu arriving on time to class. 
Allon Neufeld knowing how to do a 
somersault. 




John Piopelle getting a hair cut. 
Bob Stevenson finding a different girlfriend. 
Cornelius Versnel opening his mouth at the 
right time. 
Sharon Boggs gaining some weight. 
Judy Lorrott getting along with Franca. 
Mary Lou Malott ever getting along with 
her brother in the ha\ Is. 
Natalie Peters having a neat locker . 
Franca Police Ila not one wearing shoes and 
sock matching her dress. 
Heather Post stop getting other people in 
troub le. 
Sharon Quick ever answering a question in 
class. 
Connie Smith ever agreeing with someone 
else. 
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Rosemary Whittaker writing a composition 
without getting disgusted 
NAME FAMOUS FOR DYING WORDS 
Wi 11 ie Edgerton His saying eat your heart I did it 
out baby 
Linda Losoncki False eyelashes They fe 11 off me 
Elaine Peterson Mini - skirts I told my mother not to make 
me wear a grann ie gown 
J oanne Muh lroth Math inte 11 igence I knew I cou Id pass a test 
Phil Brad ley Nicotine I'm out of cigarettes, 
could you lend me one. 
Kevin Baltzer Bondy' s pet He failed me in history 
Tom Martin Exce I lent grades I passed my year 
George Kotu lak Hustler A g irl looked at me 
Sally Rollo Funny jokes Someone laughed a t one of 
my jokes 
Joe Gibson Artistic talent I knew someone would like 
my drawing 
Laurie Rollo Red hair My hair, it turned blonde. 
Peggy Radu Leamington boyfriend He left me 
Herb Reid Nominations for head frog I won, I won 
Rich Bel I Carring the attendance sl ip I remembered it a whole day 
Arch Labombarbe Being a bully Mommie, I got beat up 
Danny Labombarbe Fighting with Arch I knew I could beat him 
Peter Hudders Being big and tough I stepped on the scale and I 
now weigh 100 lbs. 
Allen Wass His batt les I didn't mean to drink it all 
Pat Voakes His height I met someone ta Iler than me 
Becky Ea ton Her quietness I didn ' t mean to talk aloud 
Terrence Derbyshire His shortness I went to the pool ha I I and I 
couldn ' t see over the pool 
table. 
Judy Hope Her sadness I went to a love - in last night 
Doug Henricks Bashfulness I spoke out loud in front of 
everyone 
J ohn Palesh His zetzo-burgers I ate one and look what 
happened 
Joe J ulien His hard working Pazure Let me hear it once more, 
Julien 
Ron Roseborsky His love affairs A girl kissed me 
Randy Tripp His new acquired girl I even bought her a ring 
Rick Drummond His wi Id weekends I stayed home al I weekend 
Tom Hutchins His nude drawings Did you see my model 
anywhere? 
9~ 
NAME FAMOUS FOR: 
Barbara Bennett 
Nancy Augustine 













Shirley De Paepe 
Brenda Boose 
Denn is De BI ock 
Doug Stock we 11 
Bob Tatomir 
Albert Kok 




John McMu 11 in 
II R. R. II 
"Lectures to little kids 11 
"Flunking Gr. 9 11 
"Flirting with Miss 
Marshall" 
"Cracking jokes11 
Being with Judy and 
Elaine 
11 Girls 11 
11 Poor memory11 




Minding his own 
business 
Her homework not done 
Talking 





Combing his hair 




Spraying woter in class 
"Model Cars 11 
Eating 
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Mary Jane Augustine-goes on strike against 
education 
Frances Backneier-famous for saying "You 
Kill Me". 
Carol Bering-imagine her without her drums 
Cheryle Breault-biggest ambition-stableboy 
Helen Cincurak-imagine Helen without Karen 
Jean De Caluive-picture Jean as fat Lady 
in the circus 
Karen Drummond-Karen conquers flower 
power 
Ines Freites-picture Ines in a granny gown 
Kristine Galloway-test driver for a Hearse 
Factory 
Sherry Hillman-imagine Sherry as a spinster 
Emil Remark-imagine Emil getting cought 
skipping classes 
Dean Bateman 
Barry Brando-Champion wrestler of the 1920' s 
Roy Campbell-always running to gym class 
Allen Hunter- Competes with Miss Marshall 
in correct English 
Wayne Johnson-trying to go over 50 m .p.h. 
in his Mercury 
Blake Mac Pherson- without his innocent look 
Tom Malott-without his Valiant and Headrests? 
Bob Pearce- Bob without his apron 
Kyle Scratch-leans how to sew his own pants 
Dennis Tatomir-no one know' s what he's 
doing next 
Bill Van Roi - Got his dates mixed up 
Robert We Ian-ran out of words 
Al York-Lost steve on way to class 
Steven Stevens- getting a hair cut 
Steve Tiedeman- imagine Steve on time for 
class 
NAME KNOWN FOR CAUSE OF DEA TH DYING WORDS 
Candy Girad Which way did he go Not enough Boys 
Jacqueline Gow Wi 11 you know A I ittle bit too much It didn't work 
of Bozo 
Nancy Lumley Lending money Broke How much do 
you need 
Georgina Poublon Figure Eating too much I cm gaining 
weight 
Theresa Rivest Love notes Went back together Does he I ike 
me 
Margaret Smith Clown of the hall way Paul Quick I love you 
Darlene Tiedeman Drafting Mrs. Laskey "Paulu 
Jane Hunter Perm Hair went straight I look a mess 
France Meloche Her slender figure Smoking "Budu 
Mrs. Hooper Persona Ii ty The students Wait Boys 
Girls first 
Robert Anson Bumming for fags Over eating I need some-
body 
Michea I Betts Always Day dreaming Helping a little Help 
too much 
Richard Blackford His favourite checked Wearing out of pants They last a 
pants long time 
Randy Eve land His little funnies Said the wrong thing But Mrs. Hooper 
Richard Foale Playing dumb Had a smart answer I said the 
wrong thing 
Paul Gaffan Doing hair Dying his hair Sock it to me 
? Ron Horvath Driving his fathers car Missing his l 0:00 Ga Ga!!= 
feeding 
Bruce Kowalchuk Seeing but not believing Falling asleep Whats going on 
David Lumley Cleaning up school yard Running to much 
11 Gaff an! n 
Ron McCormick Looking over his glass Wear contact lenses Pelee Island 
forever 
Tony Nixon Speaking in riddles Talking to much Oh Morge 
Gary Reneau Smoking Cancer Export 
William Rollo Dying for a date Succeeding I finally did it 
Richard Schieffer His nai Is Stabbed himself ·u Darn' t" 
David Teldman Girls Paul Gaffan Judy 
































Helen Marie Marentette 
to.A 
CAUSE OF DEATH 
His 11 Mad 11 subscription ran out 
Blueieans cut off circulation 
Signing the wedding papers 
Daddy gave him a haircut 
Mr. Brown Breaks pounding pinkies 
Entered in public speaking contest 
The broken ba I loon 
Couldn't get enough of those Sugar Crisps 
Kidnapped briefcase 
Not being nominated for an oscar 
Strangled by stre tch socks 
Lending of homework 
Forced to give up 2 of his lockers 
Tickled Sally 
Completion of square dances 
Holding hands with Linda 
Missing HIM 
A blue bum 
Insufficient funds for that extra I ittle something 
T.V . Dinners 
Kathy let go 
Mr. Campbe 11 
Swallowing guitar pick 
Taking Mr. Campbell's picture 
Crushed by eyelashes 
Self performed haircut 
Forgetting her long iohns 
Blondie 
Tiny' s refusal to the Turn About Dance 
Roller skating in halls 
54 
10/J 
Donna Graham: Thinks she is an orchestra conductor in French c lass. 
Maxene Hamashuk: Hopes for good luck with her "happy pin". 
Gaye Harrison: Worries if she has to baby-sit on the week- ends. 
Pat Howe: l OB ' s fancy driver- -truck driver of the future??? 
Tom Hutchins: Finds Math class an excel lent place to sleep. 
Barb Jeffrey: Tries to conceal her age (she thinks she ' s six) . 
Sally Klassen: Famous for her sewing marks. 
Arie Korteweg: The II Date Man" --cause of death- -read t~o many history 
books. 
Les Kovacs: HUSTLER 
Charlotte Koh I: Famous for her name. 
Karen Kubis: Famous for knowing it al I. 
Ralph Leonhardt: "Dr. Leeky'' the plumber--has problems when he 
forgets an elastic Shanna Lucas . ? 
J anet Malott: Head-shrinker of the future? 
Leo Martin: That special little someone in lOC. 
Mike Mastronardi: The II I ittle old winemaker". 
Mary McCracken: Rival for the J oker on Batman . 
Mr . Campbe 11: Famous for the thump--cause of death --1 OB ! 
Steve Choborda: The shop slob . 
Bill Robson: The friend with the c licking camera. 
Tom Rogers : The great experimenter--another Einstein, I presume. 
Wayne Re id: Super sideburns. 
Tim Mc Kenney: The boy with the dish pan hands. 
Andy Piroli: Famous for the pile of pennies--cause of death --an 
avalanche ! 
Barb Neilson: The girl with the "croak". 
Jim Morris: Basketball star of the junior team? 
Lori Morrice: Made history when they wore. 
Linda Martin: Their saddle shoes. 
Paul Me leg: A twin of Dr. Zorba . 
Brad McDonald: Famous for his motherly attraction to Andy. 
Shanna Lucas: lOB' s equiva lent to Cher. 
55 
,oC 
Susie Nakashmio: Getting an answer to those letters she writes in closs? 
Bonnie Quick: Having an English translation for sewing instruction sheets? 
Laurie Quick: Starting a strike in Latin? 
Pat Roadhouse: Misbehaving in at least one class? 
• Paula Scratch: Abolishing "Happy Birthday" (or the people who sing it)? 
Holly Sherman: Starting a nylon repair service in history class? 
Lynn Smith: Eating everything that she buys at lunch? 
Helen Stevenson: Planting an apple orchard in honour of Mr. Campbel I? 
Debbie Switzer: Jumping down the drain to find the pen she threw in? 
Anne Warmenhoven: Asking the French word for iohn? 
Barbara White: As president of Alcoholics Anonymous? 
Vicki Will: Finding a cure for the common blush? 
Sally Wilson: With a fluffy tail and bunny ears? 
Joanne Zelenak: Proving that falling off her stool wasn
1 
t her fault? 
Alice Zwiers: Starting a new TV series called "Girl From T. H .E .F . T. 
11
? 
Larry Duquette : With a hair- dresser that knows for sure? 
Roy Sanger: As a substitute for the Joi ly Green Giant? 
Ed Scherer: Standardizing a new geometry law called the "they look the 
same" theorem? 
Phil Schiefer: Replacing Santa Claus? 
David Thurston: As the noisiest kid in the class? 
Marcel Trepanier: Drinking from a baby bottle so he won ' t spill his 
mi lk? 
Gordon VanderVoort: Owning a 10.000 A. farm? (Actually practising 
agriculture)? 
Bi 11 Vol lans: Having a law making i t compulsory to drive VW , 
1 
s? 
Arthur Walls: Selling all of his first aid kits? 
Scott Watson: Chai ning his gtasses to himself so he can remember them 
from class to class? 
Bruce Watt: Not knowing someone I s combination? 
Tony Wenzler: Beating Ed in a hand wrestling match ? 
Greg Wigle: Staying awake for one moth class? 
MR. SAWATZKY : HUMBLI NG mr parr FOR ONCE AND FOR A LL??? ? 
56 
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Carol Bai ley-Hangin out at Stewarts and the 
A&W 
Elizabeth Brandner- Making eyes at "Archie" 
(M. T.) 
Elaine Brown-" Puny, my hero" 
Vickie Cox-"Last year I'd never have been 
tired". 
Kathy Dent-Wish you were back-we al I miss 
you. 
Janith Devitt-Bow-legged from too much 
horse-back riding 
Martha Gaffan-Hurrying to see a certain 
fellow in 12B 
Eilen Glass-"BOOKKEEPING 11 
Barbara Hasson- " I get to see Ral phy to-night. 11 
Linda Neufe Id-Everybody's friend. 
Susan Upcott-"Ryan better phone to-night 
boy." 
Ame lia Verschuere-"The giggler" 
Robert Borland-This one talks to himself. 
J ack Brando- Strongman of l OD 
Clay Campbel I- Watching for a certain 
brunette in 1 OC 
Michael Cincurak-" Huh" 
Roger Daniher- "The thinker" 
Sean Derbyshire- "Leave me alone." Th is 
statement has been censored 
Fred DeSantis- Never paying attention in 
Math class . 
Allan DiMe nna-"The comic" 
Edward Everaert-"The worrier" 
Randy Goodens- "The silent one" 
Kenneth Howe- " The ent husiast" 
Wayne lrwin- "Smal l boy with a big vocabulary" 
William Loop-"Our own ' Liv in ' En ' s" 
10[ 
Anne Hetherington- Knowing everything but 
missed the right answer 
Janice Lane- Dancing up a storm in P. E . 
Margo Loucks-Margo and Ken singing 
"Cha, cha, cha," while being towed home 
in a "white Chevy". 
Mary Jane McVonne I I- Always looking for 
that certain someone from Toronto 
Ann ie Melinz-"That sounds like fun , let ' s go . " 
Becky Moore- "Always talking about Tony" 
Linda Nixon-"Hurry up! I have to catch 
Bob be fore next class." 
Jane Peters- 11 Come on in, we ' re having a 
party." 
Theresa Ringrose-Hoping that Kev in comes 
down from the U • S • 
Gaye T elztaff- "We 11, come on fuzzy." 
Jeanette Tiborcz- 11 Ron, Ron, Ron, Ron" 
Jonny Wybenga-" Leon!" 
Mary Bennett-Coughing up a storm 
J ohn Dewhurst- " ! ' 11 never buy a Ford again" . 
Terry Fick- Ford has a better idea •••• . • 
"Buy a Chev." 
Jim Fraumeni- 11 S it down Rumble!" 
J ay Francis- "Can I join the c lass yet, 
ma'am" 
Clarence Fuller- Miss Leitch always telling 
him to turn around . 
Frank Kartye-Getting along with Miss 
Leitch in English. 
Gary Rankin- " I' II meet you on the town line 
--although you ' re gonna beat me ! 11 
Ke ith Renaud-"Did you see my psychedelic 
onion yet? " 
Kevin Rumble- "You ' II go to heaven when 
you d ie cause you went throught H 
at Kingsvi lle High . " --
Randy Getty-Picking up certa in girls at 
the bus stop. 
• • • • • 
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10:J. 
"Through the keyhole of 1 OF 11 
Throughout the year of 67-68, I have had the privilege of examining my 
fe I low students. To my knowledge these are some of the interesting characteristics 
which they have displayed. 
To The Gents Concerned: 
LEGS-(ain ' t they pretty) Bob Moody may be Kingsville' s future track star. 
SMILE- Harvey Ryersee (Could you tell me your secret) Does Pepsodent put Pizazz in 
your smile? 
MOUTH-Rick Nagorsen always seems to have troubles with Mr. Hungler (I wonder 
why???) 
HAIR-Bob Miscoui (Please get your golden locks cut; your making the girls jealous) 
CAR-Greg Noble ( lets not use it during school hours) 
LAWRENCE WELK ' S FUTURE TUBA PLAYER- Dennis Ouellette ( let it all come out) 
DANCING-Bi 11 Lane (say do you sti 11 keep up with your tap-dancing?) It might come 
back into style one of these fine days. 
PHYSIQUE-Alen Merrit has the nicest broad shoulders which are most handy when he 
doesn't know the answer to one of Mr, Meuser' s English questions. 
INTELLIGENCE-Maurice Pestowka (brains, brains, brains) 
EYES-Eddie lmpens "baby blue eyes" (I wonder if that's what attracted Mary lnne to 
be his sitter) 
FUTURE MILKMAN- Doug Wallace (say how's Bey; the waitress at the Dairy) 
To The Ladies Concerned: 
SMILE- Bonnie Brown (maybe next time when we get our pictures taken) 
HAIR-Martha Branch (did you have more fun when you were a blond?) 
CLOTHES-Donna Moore has recently received her ban uniform (see you on PARADE I) 
DANCER- Marilyn Klesh has displayed her dancing ability during our P . E. classes 
(she appears to be puppet on a string) 
CAR- Beware of Wendy Wi 11 iams (she' s now on whee Is) 
WIM & VIGOUR-Edith Deman seems to know all the latest news around 
DRIVER ED . -Helen Chortos is noted for her high mark in D . E. (maybe we' II get the 
answer next year-???) 
AFFECTION-Caron Knight just loves Bookkeeping ( "her Bible" as Mr. Mordowanec 
would say) 
SKIPPING-Joanne Tultz (too bad she does have a rope) 




Pete F raumen i 
Dave He lerud 
George Pinch 
Terry Roman chuck 
Ken Reid 
Allen Whittal 









J amie Wright 
Laura Fox 
Ga le Hopkins 
J udy Lyman 
Maureen Malott 
Heather McKee 




Wilma Van Drunen 
Marilyn Wigle 













Magi I la Gori I la 
Fred FI intstone 
Super Boing 
Milton the Monster 
Mr. Magoo 












Wi Ima FI intstone 




Carol Adams: What that kid wi 11 do to get out of exams 
Shelley Battram: An A- plus student who is afraid of failing 
Barbara Bieschke: Lost Eddy to the "SMALL TOWN BOYS
11 
Dione Bishop: Her "SHAKE A LEG" routine 
Katherine Brando: Alias--------
Agatha DeJong: Our quiet smiling little ray of sunshine 
Janice Dresser: Olympic Star 1972 
Daphne Dresser: Hartford's little buttercup-really it is Allan 
Becky Feltz: Another quiet one 
Jane Feyko: And her use of "ME", "MYSELF" and " I" 
Susan Gow: Class photographer 
Linda Haggith: Does she or doesn ' t she? 
Debra Henderson: Which one tonight? 
Cathy Jenner: L' etudiant la plus inte 11 igent 
Jill Julien: Hated that Ridgetown Trip-Mike's Gone 
Janet Karry: 11 If only he was older" 
Joan Labombarbe: Everyone should be a red head once in her life 
Debbie Malloch: Alias Snow 
Pat Quick: Her wee WILLY winky 
Mario Sharp: l l A I s Diddy-bopper and bubble-gummer 
Jock Cooper: Noted for his pink slips 
Robert Dovie: Our class badminton star 
Gordon Dunmore: The road - runner 
Raymond Fulmer: The man with the slow Ford 
Herb Kampferseck: Mr. Fisher's althete of the year 
Dwaine Knight: I dreamt I conquered Kingsville in my striped socks 
Michael Kraus : 11 11 m Pure" 
Brick Ma Iott: Wa It Lozynski of K ingsvi I le 
David Marriott: If reincornated would like to be handsome again 
Ken Hartford: The man with all the speeding tickets 




































Patrick O I Donne 11 
111..? 
FAVOURITE SAYING 
11 Yep, Um! 11 
11 Gigle, giggle 11 
11 wow1 11 11 GROOVY! 11 
11 NOT YET!" 
11 Marvydoo ! 11 
11 Your kind of goofy!" 
"Well .•• ! 11 
11 Vous etes tr~s stvpide! 11 
11 That 1 s really stupid!" 
"You just stop that! 11 
"Were you missing yesterday? 11 
11 1 disagree!! 1111 
"Let me see it! 11 
11 0h, huh !11 
11 But I got to get a ride to 
Windsor, Friday! 11 
"What day is this? 11 
"But the movie was so good! 11 
11 Ummmm! 11 
We got permission without asking 
11 Never satisfied, are ya? 11 
11 Hey, where I s my party? 11 
11 He 11 ooo ! ? 11 
11 lt's wipeout now!" 
" Look it, Rogers! 11 
11 Hey, Kraus? ! 11 
11 Give him the STRAP! 11 
11Yeahhh ! 11 
11 Let 1 s have a spare ! 11 
"What was your mark in ..• ? 11 
11 1 don't know" 
11 censored: 
11 FORE! 11 
61 
PROBABLE DESTINATION 
Owner of Conk I ins' lumber 
Making 11canned 11 laughter 
for T.V. 
Rewriting dictionaries 
Driving a 69 Dodge Dart GT 
Summer replacement for the 
Jerry Lewis Show 
Pro- horse walker 
Agent 99 
Butcher M, D, 
Door to door furniture salesman 
Winner ·of the Grand Prix 
Attendance slip paper check 
President of the U.S. A. 




Gold medalist in gum chewing 
Silver medalist in gum chewing 
Washroom inspector 
Knitting a hair net for Bozo 
Doing sound effects for the 
Daytona 500 
Little old piano teacher from 
Pasadena 
Mr. Hyde part of Dr. Jeck le 
Ben 
Francois teacher 








































PET PEEVE FUTURE OCCUPATION 
People who don't let you Professional square dancer 
comb your hair 
Blonde hair so now she's MATHEMATICS PROFESSER 
gone brunette 
MATHEMATICS MARRIED WITH COUNTLESS 






Days away from Bob 
It's a secret 
Giving speeches 
Talking loud enough 
Week-days 
Going too fast 
Hol idoys-or any day she 
con I t be at schoo I 
Being on time for 
BIOLOGY 
Blushing 
Anything related to 
school 
Safety rules of highway 
Any mark under 80% 
Homework, assignments 
Miss Leitch 
Long classes before lunch 
v.w. 
Days he could be hunting 
but he isn't 








Number of kids 
Owner of Lonely Hearts club (so she 
can get husbands for other girls) 
Door to door diet pi 11 se Iler 
Gary's personal gun bearer 
Mushroom Grower 
Designer of Gym- suit 
Owning her own drive-in 
Having a BLISSful future 
Just sKIMing along 
A comedian 
Taste-tester (she I s a I ways eating) 
MANAGER FOR "THE DOORS" 
Styling men's long hair 
A physical education teacher 
Washing test-tubes because he was 
late. 
Inserting panes of glass 
Ferry boat owner 
Head of Chryslers 
WRAPPING Bubble gums 
Being SUEd 
Absolutly on English Teacher 
Member of the LRFPSG (Roya l Facility 
of Physicians and Surgeons of Glasgow) 
Mini-skirted bag-pipe player 
Owner of a Play Boy Club 
Trampoline salesman 
"Cowboy in Canada" 
Another Ringo only 
"TRUANT OFFICER" 
Getting over l l C 
CLASS EXAMINATIONS 





Ruth Ann De Block 
I FEEL HAPPY •• • 
In the bathtub 
Fee Ii ng great and on top of 
the world 
Doing something bad and 
getting away with it 
When I don' t have to come 
to school 
I FEEL ROMANTIC ••• 
With Aurel 
Going out with Ray 
Seeing a certain someone in 
the halls of K.D.H.S. 
Thinking of someone like M.G. 
Sylvia Vermeulen 
Faye Wigle 











Winning a basketbal I game 
After a hard day at school 
When all my cheerleaders 
show up for practice 
Thinking of the good old 
summertime 
Alone at Linden Beach 
At noon with Butch 
Being surprised with a long 
distance phone ea 11 
Around Easter 
When someone leaves me 
alone 
Knowing my 1190 9011 dancing 
is appreciated 
Spending time with 11 D 
63 
11 Sounds of Si lence 11 
At certain parties. 
Al I the time at my parties 
With a tal I basketbal I player 
(Bruce) 
Getting a letter from Tom 
With that American guy 
Thinking of April 13, 1968 
Hearing an old song I ike 
11 Brown Eyed Girl 11 
Thinking of the Easter Bunny 
(Pete) 
Thinking of R. T. 
Dances after Friday night 
basketbal I games 
Thinking of Andrew William 
Bare lay 
11[ 
Canday Fraser: Who's in that T-Bird with Dennis? 
Bonnie Henricks: Always late for attendance in the mornings. For once was 
present on time. 
Audrey lngratta: Always passed her bookkeeping tests. But failed this one. 
Betty Ann Jones: Forgot her cheer during a basketbal I game. 
Linda Leng: Is she still going with Bob??? 
Noreen Manchester: Favorite subject is History. 
Jill McMulan: The quiet one from Bl,sthewood. 
Chris Wladowrski: Trying to be top in typing. 
Ange lo Capogna: Known for his hamburgers and root beer at A & W 
Larry Eaton: How fishing today? I hope his mother would'nt know. 
Walter Fox: "Did Walt put his hair in curlers before a game," asked Mr. 
Hungler, junior basketbal I coach. They found out at the end of 
the game • They lost. 
Victor Gabriel le: Known for his daily visits to the office for attendance. 
Joe Lochanski: Mr. Fisher ' s walking rule book for basketbal I 
Lucy Mastronardi: Always arguing with the English teacher and los ing. 
Richard Maxey: One of the "Smal I Town Boys" 
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General Proficiency Awards 
Grade 9 Arts and Sc ience--J im Morris 
Grade 9 Business and Commerce--Vickie Cox 
Grade 10 Arts ond Sc ience--Cathy Jenner 
Grade 10 Business and Commerce--Faye Wigle 
Grade 11 Arts and Science--Bruce Rogers 
Grade 11 Business and Commerce--Linda McClean 
Grade 12 Arts and Science--Elizabeth Franz 
Grade 12 Business and Commerce--Bambi Eaton 
Grade 13- -An i ta Toews 
Scholarships 
Leamington-Kingsvil le District High School Board-$100 each 
Grade 12-- Elizabeth Franz 
Grode 13--Anita Toews 
University of Guelph Entrance- -Scholarship of $500 
Marie Febel 
Waterloo Lutheran University Spee ia I Entrance Scholarships 
Kathy He 11 ington and Bonnie Rawl ins 
Nora Hoover Chapter I . 0. D. E . --Scholarship of $200 
Tom Valentine 
Student Council Science Scholarship--$200 
Leonard Kupisz 
Kingsvil le Lions Club Mathematics Award 
Harvey McCracken 
J ack Miner Chapter I . O. D. E. Nurse in Training Award 
Rika SI ingerland 
Roya I Canadian Legion Award 
Outstanding Student of the year- ·- T om Valentine 
Kingsville Kinettes Student Award--Marian Hurward 
Mathematica l Association of America--Richard Melton 
Ontario Typing Contest 
J unior Division--Linda McClean 
--John Ga le ( Grade 11) 
Last summer Jo- Anne McLean and I were very fortunate to be 
among the five hundred Canadian high school students who went on an 
Educational European Crui'se. The programme is sponsored by the Candian 
School Ship Association whose aim is to give students the opportunity 
for a better understanding of other lands and peoples. After arriving 
by plane at the port of Tilbury near London, we boarded our "floating 
school", the S . S . Nevasa . On board were students from France and 
the British Isles as we 11 as high school teachers acting as chaperones and 
party leaders. Between visits to the ports of call there were classes and 
lectures covering all aspects of our visit to the next port. After class 
there was swimming, deck games and many voluntary activities such as 
a navigation c lass and an international quiz. The five weeks spent 
travelling with European students gave us a wonderful opportvnity for 
international friendship and understanding, On our cruise we visited 
Scotland, England , Denmark, Sweden, Belgium, Soviet Union, Spain, 
Portugal and Gibraltar. In every port we enjoyed gu ided tours, special 
performances and free time to shop or see something which especially 
interested us, Meeting the people and getting an insight into thei r way 
of life was not on ly a rich experience but a living geography lesson. 
The programme was a great success and plans for future cruises are 
already underway . 
Shirley Crumb 
Pfwfo ConleJf WnnerJ 
Sports 
1st: Arie Korteweg 2nd: Judy Hopkins 
Candids 
1st: J im Morris 69 2nd: Bi 11 Robson 
The Champion 
Typing Team 
L to R - Carole McKenzie, J ohn Gale, Linda McLean 
MOCK ELECTI ON 
For Ontario 
The Current Affairs Club held a mock election and assembly in October in which 
the three candidates Mr. Patterson, Liberal, and Mr . Robson , Conservative and Mr. 
Blais , N.D. P. , came to the school and delivered political speeches to the students . 
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She was lying on his shoulder when they found her, 
Her fair hair trailing down her back; 
Her fingers were tangled in her tresses, 
His dark arms protecting to the last. 
They were buried in the meadow the next evening-
This was to have been their wedding night-
Safe in death from knowledge of the answer; 
11Will our baby be black or white?" 
Sandy Bogart 
WAR 
War- --people are dying, 
Mothers are crying; 
There is No stopping 
That damning and killing red war . 
Sue Upcott 
THE LAST WORDS 
A mild breeze swept through her hair, 
So lovely to h im--so very fair . 
He loved this girl so very much--
He tingled at her very touch. 
To make her his was his one desire, 
A wife to love and always admire. 
He took her hand and held it tight, 
Then whispered to her early that night, 
11 Be mine, my love, be mine forever, 
I need you now, to be my treasure • " 
Her soft hand touched his trembling cheek, 
She was so special, so sweet and meek, 
"I love you darling--1 need you so. 
My answer to you cou Id never be I no' • 11 
He smiled with joy, a tear in his eye, 
Then looking upwards to the sky, 
He thanked the Lord upon that night 
For al I he had--for it was right. 
A short drive home was al I it took 
To g ive their future a grim, grim look. 
A car came racing down the street, 
A bunch of kids all high in fleet. 
They swerved and hit the other car 
And landed in the ditch afar. 
No one stirred upon that night--
No one saw the morning's light . 
Death came fast, and Death came sure, 
But -Oeath can I t end that love so pure. 
For though they' re gone, they' re still together, 
They' II share their love for always and ever. 
Whether on earth or up above, 
No man can take away their love. 
Penny Ford l 2D 
AUTUMN 
Fa 11 has come to the north land; 
Frost has touched the quivering maple leaf, 
Forcing it to betray its natural green 
And turn to the radiant colours of the spectrum. 
The gusty autumn winds sweep slowly 
Down upon the maple shaded meadows, 
A mornfu I sigh is heard in the smal I groves 
As if to announce, the end of summer. 
Vern Seaton, 11 F 
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MR . QUERIE 
Hey, miste r , what cha doin ' ? 
Gonna solve all your problems 
With a red button someday. 
Nuclear bombs and holocaust 
J ust as far as the next second off. 
Hey, mister, what cha sayin 1 ? 
Race riots and H. Rap Brown, 
Blood and hate in every town , 
Stinkin ' gutters ful I of vice, 
And many things-- not very nice. 
Hey , mister , where ya goin 1 ? 
Sterling simplicity forever last 
And no one cares about the cost. 
Oh ! see today ' s insensitivity. 
Life 1 s but a mundane mockery. 
Albie Nakashima 
SUCCESS 
That shining goal seems far away, 
Yet nearer do we grow each day, 
Each step we take wi 11 bring us close, 
To that in life we value most. 
Yet as we stride a long I ife I s road, 
It ' s sometimes hard to bear the load , 
However hard if often seems, 
The 1-oad is lightened with faith and dreams. 
And when our tomorrow becomes today, 
With a feeling of pride we now may say: 
11 However hard it once had seemed , 
lt 1 s finally ou rs as we had dreamed. 11 
Dorothea Lottbre in 
THE MAN WIT H BOOZE IN HIS SHOES 
There's a little old man with a swollen nose, 
His nuclear breath so strong it glows, 
A ghastly tongue and bloodshot eyes, 
Gets 11 bombed 11 , gets high, and away he flies. 
He flies I cause he ' s high? Some excuse! 
It ' s because of the booze in his shoes! 
He fights, with the 11 missus 11 and fusses and loses, 
She doesn I t I ike booze, on the amount that he uses ! 
She nags and she henpecks; our old man • •• he's losin 1 • 
11 You 1 re not using my car to go out a - boozin' ! 11 
If he can ' t take the car then he ' II just have to fly! 
He I II hove to get high ! He can I t fly when he I s dry! 
Got to use enough booze to fly there and back 
To his wife it 1 s no joke - it 1 s a wel I- known fact ! 
He flies cause he can I t use the car? Some excuse! 
It's because of the booze in his shoe! 
Shoes filled with booze? To a wife that• s bad news ! 
She can 1 t hide it! It goes everywhere 
That he goes . That's why it1 s there ! 
But shoes filled with booze are quite hard to use 
So he drinks and he 11fl ies 11 everywhere ! 
So the very next time that you can I t spare a dime 
And you ' re feeling the urge for a vacation, 
Just whip out the ol' shoes, and fill them with booze, 
And fly via Canadian Club to the Orient! 
Peter Nei Ison 
( - with apologies to Hiram Walker, Inc.) 
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FRONT ROW: Mike Keller, Paul Gaffan, Sandy Bogart, Michelino Mastronardi, 
Tanis Whaley, Secretary, Marla Sharp, Head Girl, Jay Atkin, Head Boy, Julie 
Bradley, Treasurer, FranzWarmenhoven, Joe Lochanski, Mark Grabb. 
BACK ROW: Lynne Sebele, Karen Reive, Patty Brundritt, Helen Stevenson, 
Connie Smith, Carol Melton, Bonnie Lewis, Dave Sanderson, Mr. Campbell, 
Helen Lyman, Larry Makish, Ted Willms, Carolyn Goddard, Bill Hutchinson, 
Denn is Kowalchuk, Carol Adams, Koren Sims, Jill Gordner, Janet Malott . 
IBACK ROW: Mr. Marshal I, Suzie Nakashima, Randy Fox, Mike Keller, Franz 
Warmenhoven, Donald Mc leod, Kelly Brown, Madeleine Thomas. FRONT 
ROW: Sharon Stah l , Barbara Staddon, Gabriele Ga bias, Wi Ima Van Dru men, 
Barbara Me I inz, Wendy Wi II iams, Mary Grant, Rosemary Feher, Lorie Wholey, 
Astrid S /abbekoorn. 
---.:c=-=c..;= - - - - - -~--
BACK ROW: Marilyn Domm, Eloise Abbot, Wilma VanDrunen, Maribeth 
Livesey, Dave Stockwell, George Bezaire, Brenda Boose, Joyce Laundrie, 
Bonnie Thompson, Arlene Wilkinson. FRONT ROW: Daphne Dresser, 
Carolyn Goddard, Shirley McCracker, Miss Marshall, Peggy McCracken, 
Kathy Brando, Ruth Rogers. 
BACK ROW: Brenda Boose, Janith Devitt, Gaye Tetslaff, Charlene Dalton, 
Kathy Brando, Anna Cornies, Cathy Jenner, Sheila Thorpe, Mary Beth Livesey. 
MIDDLE ROW: Jenny Reitsona, Jane feyko, Jane Russelo, Karen Sims, Faye 
Russe le, Sally Klassen, Vickie Cowan, Pat Hoggith, Donna Warkentin, 
Margaret Gilbert, Gaye Stevenson. FRONT ROW: John Gilbert, Christine 
Dirksen, Margaret Mulcaster, Ruth Upcott, Jone Feyko, Miss Marshall, Robin 
Wigle, Karen Bailey, Diane Bishop, Ellen Glass, Philip Hamm. ABSENT: 
Tom Hutch ins, Terry Roman chuck, Lynne Brodt, Betty DeCou, Ruth Mac I ntosh, 
Frances Bachmeier, Shelley Battrom, Carol Bering, Jane Post, Joyce Laundrie • 
.J.S.C.:J. 
m arkeling 
LAST ROW: Nathan Hamm, Tom Thorpe, Bob Gallagher, Janet Malott, Robin 
Wigle, Sheryl Ediger, Margaret Mu lcaster, Joan Labombarbe, Laurie Rollo, 
Kathleen Crumb. MIDDLE ROW: Anna Cornies, Patricia Haggith, Shirley 
Crumb. FRONT ROW: Son Sebele, Miss Friesen, Philip Hamm. 
TOP ROW: Kim Lewis, Ian Lucas, Charles Humphries, John Gale. MIDDLE 
ROW: Gerry Martin, Dale Dutot, Mr. Vallance, Karen Laurie, Brian Ward . 
FRONT ROW: Michelina Mastronardi, Emily Mastronardi, Julie Brad ley, 
Barbara Sundin, Sharon Stahl. 
Cu rr en I 
BACK ROW: Rita Baker, Marilyn Domm, Jackie Rogers, Vickie Kupiscz, Ed 
Scherer, Roy Sanger, Bruce Watt, Bob Davie, Miss Brush, Ray Fulmer, Judy 
Hubert, Ellen Milec, Carol Melton, Sharon Allen, Shelley Coulter, Joy Sim. 
FRONT ROW: Margaret Heath, Gabriele Gablas, Rosemary Feher, Mary 
Aalbers, Yvette Bissonnette, Carol Adams, Agatha DeJong, Kathy Brando, 
Martha Branch, Margaret Gilbert, Judy Hopkins, Janice Will, Sue Vargyas. 
STAND ING: Kevin Scratch, Tom Thorpe, Bonnie Brown, Pat Brundritt, 
Ruth Brown, Keith Balkwill, Mr. Dinwoody, Richard Sherman, Sheila Thorpe, 
Connie S lingerland, Archie Labombarbe, Kyle Scratch , Peter Scherer, Henry 
Verbeek . SITTING (L to R): Pat 0' Donnell, Richard Da lton, Joan Labombarbe, 




BACK ROW: Jim Morris, Bruce Rogers, Bob Lottbrein, Jim Brundritt, Bill 
Robson, Brick Malot t, Mike Mastronardi, Jeff Crawford, Jack Brando . 
MIDDLE ROW: Les Ringrose, Ray Verschuere, Richard Golden, Mike Scott, 
Les Kovacs, Andy Piro!, Wayne Reid, Roy Sanger. FRONT ROW: Doug 
Brown, Leo Martin, Rod Smith, Peter Febel, Joe Webb, George Bezaire, Tom 
Rogers. 
BACK ROW: Mr . Gignac, Dave Marriott, Andy Piro Ii, Allan Whittal, Greg 
Pucousky, Bill Voll ans, Tom Bogart, Jamie Wright, Ray Fulmer, Dennis Tatomir, 
Dan Kudrock, Peter Scherer . FRONT ROW: Agatha DeJong, Donna Warkentin, 
Janet Karry, Mary Sanderson, Janice Will, Karen Sims , Janis Remark, Judy 
Hopkins, Mr. Bradner. ABSENT: Mr. Ross, Bonnie Baltzer, George Bezaire, 
Yi'kka Hoestro, Judy Peterson , 
TOP ROW: Mrs. Williams, Keith Bolkwill, Tom Thorpe, Bob Lottbrein, Joe Fuller, 
Joe Webb. 3rd ROW: Agatha Dejong, Carol Adams, Bev Foote, Edith Demoin, Ann 
Heatherington, Vickie Kupisz, Yvette Bissonnette, Janice Will, Pot Brundritt, Martha 
Branch, Wendy Williams, Joc.kie Rogers, Helen Chortos, Carol Bailey. 2nd ROW: 
Ellen Gloss, Alice Zwiers, Lor Anne Gouvreou, Rosemary Feher, Sue Vorgyas, Linda 
Gloss, Holly Sherman, Carol Melton, Shelly Coulter, Susie Feher, Sharon Boggs, 
Laurie Quick, Marilyn Klesh. BOTTOM ROW: Jackie Slater, Karen Bailey, Koren 
Kubis, Sharon Allen, Gabriele Gablas, Margaret Heath, Marguerite Elliot, Solly 
Klassen, Heather McKee, Wendy Hutchison, Susan Nakashima, Lindo Hoggith, Debby 
Switzer. 
TOP ROW: Paul Gaffon, Tom Hutchins, Mike Bockhoven, John Gilbert, David 
Horris, Bob Gallagher, Roy Fulmer, Bob Lottbrein, George Solmoni, Mclaren Stanley, 
Mike Keller, Joe Fuller, Syd Welch. MIDDLE ROW: Carolyn Goddard, Bonnie Thomp-
son, Mory Aalbers, Barbaro Goddard, Beverly Allen, Kathy Jenner, Pot Brundritt, 
Martha Branch, Wendy Wil liams, Lorna Regier, Koren Sims, Susan Feher, Mari lyn 
Domm, Joy Sim, Rita Boker. FRONT ROW: Christine Dirksen, Paulo Boker, Judy 
Feyko, Koren Kupisz, Carolyn Madill, Jone Russelo, Helen Morentette, Jane Feyko, 
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TOP ROW: Joe Webb, Steve Sebele, Mr, Parr, Richard Dalton, Mr, Meuser, Joe Lochanski, 
Steve Fines, Perry Szeminski. BOTTOM: Eddy Melton, Larry Cook, Bruce Rogers, John 
Sebele, Franz Warmenhoven, Barney Zielinski, Phi l Hamm. 
TOP ROW: Kyle Scratch, Terry Kirk, Joe Lochanske, Jeff Crawford, Richard Dalton, Mike 
Mastronardi, Les Kovacs. FRONT ROW: Wayne Reid, Roy Sanger, Jim Morris, Nathan 
Hamm, Bruce Hunter. 
L TOR: J anice Dresser, Sharon Allen, Bonnie Lewis, Judy Stapleton, 
Miss Leitch, Carol Melton, Barb Me linz, Paddy Gilchrist, Annie Melinz, 
Dorothea Lottbrein . ABSENT: Daphne Dresser. 
SENIOR GIRL ' S VOLLEYBALL 
The senior g irls had a very successful year and brought to Kings-
ville both the E.C.S . S.A . and S.W.O.S.S.A. championships. At 
the start of the season they played exhibition games against the "A" 
schools rather unsuccessfu lly . But by the end of the season, in ore-
match with one of the "A" teams, they defeated them . Under the 
guidance of Miss Leitch, practices were a combination of fun and hard 
work . 
Bonnie Lewis 12C 
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BACK ROW: Miss Palmer (coach). MIDDLE ROW: Sheryl Irwin, Vickie Cox, Lynne 
Sebele, Paula Scratch, Mary Maureen Snook. FRONT ROW: Mary Beth Lewis, 
Becky Lewis (Captain), Pat Brundritt, Donna Ferguson, Trudy Witt, ABSENT: Becky 
Moore, Pat Brando • 
BACK ROW: Ji l l McMullin, Judy Stapleton, Miss Palmer (Coach), Jan Dresser, Connie 
Slingerland. FRONT ROW: Linda Haggith, Jane Russe lo, Krys Klassen, Carol Melton 
(Captain), Faye Wigle, Jone Feyko, Annie Melinz. ABSENT: Joan McLean, Anne War-
menhoven. 
TOP ROW: Marjorie Garant, Linda Martin, Lynne Sebele, Marilyn Wigle, Karen Noble, 
Cheryl Collins . FRONT ROW: Janice Wi ll, Karen Kubis, Patty De Santis, Vickie Cox, 
Kbthleen Crumb, Sheryl Irwin, Mary Maureen Snook, Heather McKee, Miss Leitch (Coach). 
' 
BACK ROW: Jack Brando, Steve Fines, Bruce Rogers, Franz Warmenhoven, John Sebele, 
Brad Sims, Joe Lochanski. FRONT ROW: Barney Zielinski, .Perry Szeminski, Roy Verschuere, 
Rod Smith, Brick Malott. 
BACK ROW: Joe Lochanski, Wayne Reid, Wa lter Fox, Bill Rutgers, Jim Morris, Alan 
Neufeld, Jack Brando. FRONT ROW: Bob Taggart, Jeff Crawford, Mr. Hung ler, Les 
Kovacs, Don Macleod . 
TOP ROW: Roy Sanger, Tom Rogers, Kelly Brown, Mr. Warmenhoven, Kyle Scratch, 
Peter Post, John Karry, Kest Baltrusaitis. FRONT: Bob Ternosky, Ricky Koh, Wayne 
McCready, Bi 11 Robson, Joe Frei, Randy Fox, John Lawson. 
TOP ROW: Tom Thorpe, Bi ll Vollans, Doug Adams, Brick Malott, Tom Bogart, Bruce Adams, 
Dennis Tatomir. MIDDLE ROW: Dennis Ouellette, Bill Lang, Keith Balkwi l l, David Harris, 
Tom Rogers, Gary Mutterback, Tom Hutchins, Mr. Warmenhoven. FRONT ROW: Nathan 
Hamm, Paul Shafton, Eric Miner, Robert Moody, Kest Baltrusaitis, Wayne McCready, Ken 
Witt. 
WreJtling 
BACK ROW: Peter Febel, Andy Piro Ii, Mike Betts, Augustine lngratta, Peter Scherer, 
Mr. Bondy. FRONT ROW: Jack Brando, Richard Golden, Kim Lewis, Richard Mel-
ton, Barry Brando. 
Tim Sellars, Pat O'Donnell, Steve Fines, Ray Knight, Al lan Smith, Mr. Pazur. 
TOP (Left to Right): Roy Songer, Robert Dovie, Peter Nielson, McLaren Stanley, George 
Solmoni, Michael Scott, Jim Morris, Alan Smith, Pot 0 1 Donnell, Joy Atkin . MIDDLE: 
Mr. Pike, Kathy Fines, Wendy Williams, Lee Statham, Shirley McCracken, Moxene Hom-
oshuk, Mory McCracken, Mr. Dinwoody. FRONT: Jill Gordner, Lindo Hoggith, Wendy 
Hutchins, Margaret Heath, Marilyn Domm, Pot Hoggith, Karen Kubis, Lori Morrice, 
r/JaJminlon :Jeam 
BACK ROW: David Horris, Patrick O ' Donnell, Tom Dresser, Bob Lottbrein, Mr . Jockiw, 
Brick Malott, Bernard Zielinski, Bob Davie, Keith Balkwill, Grod Dunmore, Joe Webb. 
FRONT ROW: Linda Hoggith, Astrid Slabbekoorn, Sherry Irwin, Dorothio Lottbrein, 
Kathleen Crumb, Anne Warmenhoven, Maxene Hamashuk, Mary M. Snook, Shanna Lucas, 
Pat Howe, Jan Dresser, Susie Nakashima. 
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Comp I iments of 





Main Street Kingsvi I le 
Keenedy 's Cleaners Limited 
Kingsvi I le---Leamington---Wheatley 
Dry Cleaning, Shirt Laundry, Fur- Storage, 
Insured-Garment, Invisib le Mending, Free 
pickup and delivery. 
Cash and Carry 4 hr. Service 
on reciuest. 
Phone: 326-4413 
Comp I iments of 
Feldman's 
Men's and Boys' Wear 
4 Talbot East 
Leamington, Ontario 
Tel. 326-471 
The Town of Kingsville 
Reeve 
Rona ld Sanford 
Thomas Fairbairn 
Dona Id Poore 
Mayor 
Fred DeSantis 
Counc i 11 ors 
92 
Deputy Reeve 
Re ford Sa lmon i 
Robert Coulter 
J erry McCready 
Jerry Mccready 
K ingsvi I le 
Comp I iments 
of 
Sellars Insurance Agency 
Kingsvi I le 
83 Mill Street East P. 0. Box 626 
733-4332 733-5457 
Ivan w. Thrasher Realty Compliments 
Ltd. 
K ingsvi I le Office 
Mac Simmers 733-4936 
BAILEY'S AUTO ELECTRIC SERVICE 
B. P. Products 
Jeff Bailey 
Roma Club 
Hwy. 18, Leamington 
Luncheons & Dinners 
Served Daily 
Available For Weddings 
Banquets And 





Congratu I at ions 
Beaver Lumber Co. Ltd. 
Leamington 
Com pi iments of 
Don Sorrell 
J ewe Iler 
Kingsville Ontario 
Compliments of 





Talbot Street West Leamington 
EDWARD'S T.V. & RADIO LTD. 
Coler T . V . 
Sales and Service 
Phone 326- 6051 
26 Erie North Leamington 
Best Wishes 
From 
Cook Pro Hardware 









Roofing and Siding Installed 
326-2244 
76 Erie Street North Leamington 
CCM 




Leona and Ed Homenivk 
We specialize in chi ldren' s wear 
7 tv\ain St. West 
Johnson 
tv\otors 




9 Erie North Leamington 
Com pi iments of 
Retail Furniture Dealers 
BeauP s Furniture 
Ferguson Furniture 
Jackson Furniture 
K. & W. Furniture 
Meretsky Furniture 
Matties Furniture 
Smith Furniture Co. Ltd. 
Seac I iff Appliances 
Watson 's Fine Footwear Ltd. 
326-5871 10 Talbot Street 
in Leamington it's 
Watson I s Fine Footwear Ltd. 
Cooke's Travel Service 
Corner of Erie & Mi 11 Streets 
326-4242 Leamington 
Comp I iments 
of 
Wharram Jewellers 
8 Talbot 326-9271 
Leamington 
Hilltop Restaurant 











Kingsvil le, Ontario 
G. A. C. INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 
18 Erie St. N . Leamington 
Manager 
C. A. Putman 
Beau I's 
Furniture and Upholstering 
326 - 6261 34 Erie St • N • 
Serving Leamington 




Overlooks Lake Erie 
Take Out 
Homburgs Fish & Chips 
Banquet Room 
















AND DOCK CO. LTD. 
Queens Auto Supply 
Kingsville, Ontario 
"SUN PARLOR RECREATION" 
The Best in Billiards and Snooker 
"YOUR HOME AWAY FROM HOME" 
Light Lunches - - Confectionery 
34 Main St. W. - - Kingsvil le 
Proprietor - - Johnny Alice 
l- l C Bob Runde II 2- l C Orv ie Elliott 
3-lC Gerry Martin 4-lC Brad Simms 
5-1 C Al Everaert 
Radio and Electronic Service 
E. Lyle Flanders 
ZENITH~ Admiral 
733_4552 1:a 228 _Divis.ion St. N. K I ngsv1 lle, Ont. 
"Kingsville 25c Kar Wash" 
6 Bays & 3 Vacuums 
Inside Wiping Area 
Spray Jet Wax 
"Open 24 Hours" 
Johnny Alice - - Harry Segall 
The Sanctuary Drive-in 




Lewis Dairy Limited 
Delivers 
A Complete Line of 
Fresh Dairy Products 











11 Realtor 11 
General Insurance 
Farms - Homes 
Summer Properties 
Kingsville - 733- 4821 
Colchester - 738-4132 
Leamington - 326-2373 




' ALLONT ~ 
Over 120 
Al lot Dealers 
Across Canada 
Bennie Lumber 
& Building Materials Ltd. 
Leaming ton Wheatley Chotham 
ASSOCIATE STORE 
84 Talbot East 
Leamington 
Comp I iments of 
L.B. Howe Limited 
Kingsville 




Serving the Sun Parlor for 
All It's Insurance Needs 
29 Talbot St. E. 
Leamington 
Associate Offices 
In Wheatley In Windsor 
• Clayton B. 
Rawling 
Insurance Ltd • 
Over 83 Years of Service 
Phone 733-2341 Kingsvi I le, Ontario 
There are 15 Conk I in Lumber Centres in Western Ontario to serve you 
Amherstburg Goderich Ridge town 
Belle River Grand Bend Thedford 
Comber Harrow West Lorne 






Kingsville Sunoco Service 
45 Main Street West 
K ingsvi lle 
Phone 733- 501 l 
Service for your car 
You' II Enjoy Shopping At 
CRAWFORD-POST FURNITURE STORES 
Kingsville Harrow 
at Post's 
Where Deals Are Just A Little Bit Better 
11 The Business Built By Satisfied Customers" 
Bill Post Te I . RE 3- 2222 
RE 3-2349 
Erie Appliances 






52 Mill Street W. Leamington 
Phone: 326- 4477 
Compliments of 
Dorothy's Ladies Wear 
Dresses--Sportswear--L i ngerie 
20 Erie North 
Leamington 
Ontario 
Menno House of Reading 




Congratu lotions Grods 
Leamington Ontario 
Your Fabric Center 





Phone 733- 4262 Kingsville, Ontario 
Compliments 
of 
"' t M!l •'JI .. a w <.'"iron 
Clothier 






SANFORD INSURANCE AGENCY LIMITED 
Kingsville' s Oldest Insurance Agency 
Alllli, 
Est. 1941 Sl'"'''~I 
All Types of Insurance Including r.l).!, 
Life 
Wi 11 iom W . Sanford Fred DeSantis 
Office 
733-2139 733-2371 733-4983 
Compliments 
of 
KINGSVILLE CARTAGE CO. LTD. 
Prospect Street 






K ingsvi I le, Ont. 
733-2353 
Comp I iments 
of 
Cantor's IGA Market 
Leomington, Ontario 
Comp I iments 
of 
D & T Auto Parts Ltd. 
Wholesale Automotive Parts 
Leamington, Ontario 
Safe Driving and 
Congratu lotions to Graduates 
From 
BILL HOWITT CHEVROLET 
Oldsmobile-Codi I loc-L imited 
Tel. 733-2381 
Kingsvi I le, Ontario 







Lino Craft Co . 
Floor and Wall Coverings 
Carpet, Draperies 
40 M i ll St. West 
Leamington, Ont. 
R. Nicol 
28 Me I rose Ave. 
Phone 326- 5391 Phone 326- 6545 
Rondelez Bros. 
Furniture and Appliances 
Radio and Television 
Sales and Service 
-- ~ - "-' - .. 
Campi iments of 
Battram 's Flowers 
Flowers for oil Occasions 
733- 4605 






Kingsvi I le, Ontario 
"GET TOP MARKS FOR STYLE" 
Shop at 
Leamington 
E. R. BILL VOLLANS LIMITED 
Farm Equipment Dealer 
Massey Ferguson Sales & Service 
R.R . 3 Kingsville 733-5233 
Worlds Largest Manufacturer of 
Tractors & Self- Propelled Combines 
'"CALL. US J!"OR A. N 1t5TtM .. TE" 
~





Phone 7 33- 4713 
Leamington, Ont. 
Phone 326- 4498 
Kay 's Gift Shop Compliments 
of Gifts forr A 11 Occasions 
Fine China, Crystal 
and Learn ington Glass 
Figurines 
23 Talbot St. E. Leamington 
Compliments of 
W .C. Lethbridge, Ltd. 
Importers ond Exporters of Woollens and Linens 
AGENT FOR HUDSON'$ BAY AND KENWOOD BLANKETS 
DEPARTMENT STORE 
WHERE SMART PEOPLE SHOP 
SCHOOL SWEATERS - SCHOOL JACKETS - SCHOOL LETTERS 
Kingsvi lle, Ontario 
Always in Stock 
Home of the Jock Miner 




23 Division North 
733-4962 
PLUMBING, HEAT ING & APPLIANCES 
Sales & Services 




Electric & Gas Ranges By: 
ENTERPRISE 
103 
Dear Kingsville and Area Residents: 
It is with great regret that we have decided to 
close Jackson's China Shop in Kingsville. 
At this time, we would like to thank you for 
your wonderful patronage over these many years. 
For those of you who are not acquainted with 
our main store in Leamington, please visit us. 
We will continue to give you excellent 
service and will be pleased to handle any enquiries 
you might have. 
Thank you again. 
Jackson's China & Furniture 
W. Foster Jackson. 
CLEANERS LIMITED 
37 TALBOT ST. E. ' 
HONE 326J41~ 
KINGSVILL -INGTON WHEATLEY 
* Dry Cleaning 
* Shirt Laundry 
* Insured Garment & Fur 
Storage 
• Invisible Mending 
• Free Pick-up & Delivery 





61 Main Street West 
TEXACO AND FIRESTONE PRODUCTS 
Genera l Repairs, Alignment, Wheel Balance 
"You Can Trust Your Car To The Man Who Wears The Star" 
Compliments of 
Lakeshore Terrace Hotel 
K ingsville 
104 
Comp I iments of 
Bob Coulter Shoes 
Footwear At Its Best 
8 Main Street West 
Kingsv i I le 
For Fine Ouality 
Commercial 





Main Street Wes t 
Kingsvi I le 
Ray A. Young Limited 
Pontiac - Buick - Vauxha ll 
GM C Trucks 
11 Mi 11 Street East 
Learn ington Post and News Leamington Ontario 
Tel. 326- 4434 Princess Street 
Ray's Hardware 
Phone 733-4261 
Pl umbing Supp lies 
Elect r ic Appl iance s 
Marti n Senour Pa ints 
Household Ha rdware 
Kingsvi I le 
THE ONTARIO GREENHOUSE 
VEGETABLE PRODUCER~ 
MARKETING BOARD 
Le amington, Ontario 
"Why Drive an OLD - car 
Dr ive a YOUNG - car" 
2 Hour Service 
On Request 
LABA 
Dry C leaners and Shirt Se rv ice 
Cash and Carry 
Phone 326- 2542 1 Princess Street Phone 326- 2826 




"We Doze But Never Close" 
• TEL. 326-3211 
Leomington - Ontario 
Radio Control led 
"We' re As Near To You As Your Telephone" 
The human brain is wonderful. 
It starts working the moment you 
woke up and doesn I t stop unti I 
you' re called on in class. 
Comp Ii ments 
of 
JOHN KUBIS 
Rea I tor-Insurance 
We Provide 




• Management of Income 
• Properties 
• Insurance Protection 
Owned and Operated By 
John Kubis, F.R.I., 
• 
Kingsville, Ont. 733-4022 








MARS I OR LOOP-GLEN AS EGG STATION 
SAM'S FRIENDLY STORE 
MR. & MRS. GORDON LAURIE 
IVANA ERCOLE 
ITALIAN CUSTOMS 





LEO'S DRIVING SCHOOL 
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L 101 KING 1968 
Kingsville District High School Year Book Sta 
Krngsville District High School Hermes 
1968 Year Book 

